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Summary of Thesis 
 
 
This research attempts to suggest a proper Shelf Ready Package (SRP) design 
guidance for the future SRP development. The study was conducted by comparatively 
examining various samples of SRP, which practically used in Japan and Thailand retail 
stores. Two main types of data were collected: five basic functional requirements and 
design specifications, which are the fundamental features when designing SRP. The data 
obtained in this study were analyzed through QT III associated with Cluster analysis and 
QTII analysis.  
The study confirms that practical SRP can be identified following the five easy 
requirements: Easy identify, Easy open, Easy shelve, Easy shop and Easy dispose. It 
reveals that SRP design can be indicated by seven factors. The first factor is the types of 
SRP, which can be classified into 8 type differences in shapes and opening formats. There 
are ‘Half of front and half of top open’, ‘Straight cross section open with U front’, 
‘Straight cross section open with Rectangle front’, ‘Slope cross section open with 
Rectangle front’, ‘Top open’, ‘Top and half of front open’, ‘Front and top open with 
Rectangle front’ and ‘Front and top open with U front’. The other six factors are consumer 
pack form which is the most important factor, followed by consumer pack net weights per 
item, total number of consumer pack per SRP, number of consumer packs on width, 
number of consumer packs on depth and number of consumer packs on length 
respectively.  
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Abstract 
 
This research is particularly concerned with Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP). Its aim is to 
establish an understanding in information and function of SRP design and attempts to suggest a 
proper SRP design guidance, which might be useful for the future merchandising and development. 
The study was conducted by comparatively examining various samples of SRP, which practically 
used in Japan and Thailand’s retail stores. Two main types of data were collected: five basic 
functional requirements and design specifications, which are considered to be the fundamental 
features when designing SRP. The data obtained in this study were analyzed through QT III and 
Cluster analysis.  
The study confirms that practical SRP can be identified by its fundamental features in 
which designed following the five basic functional requirements: Easy to identify, Easy to open, 
Easy to shelve, Easy to shop and Easy to dispose of. From the investigation, the opening formats of 
SRP can be classified into five main categories: “Half of front and half of top side opening”, “Half 
of box opening”, “Front and top side opening”, “Top side and half of front side opening” and “Top 
side opening”. Four kinds of materials have been widely used for SRP; there are card boards, 
corrugated boards, card boards with plastics, and corrugate boards with plastics. This study reveals 
that. The most important aspects to be considered when designing SRP are Type of consumer 
packs, Weight of consumer packs per item, Number of consumer packs on Depth, Number of 
consumer packs on Width, Total number of consumer packs per SRP and Number of consumer 
packs on Length respectively  
This thesis coined the two terms to identify the problems of SRP: the term “Improvised 
SRP” refers to a normal secondary package that has been modified by retail staffs in response to 
replenishment process. The term “Impractical SRP” denotes to SRP, which cannot perform well 
following five basic functional requirements. As the aim of this thesis, a proper SRP design 
guidance is suggested that corrugated box should be supported multi-function; its structure must be 
strong enough for stacking of multiple boxes and making a precut line for window on the boxes to 
enable product visibility and easy re-stocking. A practical SRP should be performed well with SRP 
five easy functions with in every condition. The idea of “Improvised SRP” found in this thesis can 
inspire packaging designers to create the new design of SRP.  It reflects various practical design 
solutions through the improvised process such as Stackable SRP. Likewise, Impractical SRP 
allows us to broaden our considerations for further development of SRP 
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One  
  
Introduction  
1.1 BACKGROUND  
With the purposes of protection, information display and distribution, packaging can be 
claimed as one of the most important elements in the supply of everyday commodities. As 
a result of multidisciplinary including science, art, and marketing, packaging can possibly 
make a distribution of both nonperishable and perishable goods over long distances by 
protecting them from a cause of damage and contamination [1]. Packaging itself can be 
viewed from many standpoints. From the view of marketing, it is considered as one of the 
most important apparatuses that create the value of commodities, functioning in the market 
[2] likewise, it notably plays a significant role in logistics and supply chain management.  
In terms of logistics and supply chain, Richard A.Lancioni and Rajan Chandran 
(1990) note that logistics activities are the last frontier for in-factory productivity 
improvement, they can work best when the entire possible interface are planned for [3]. 
Thus, packaging can help these processes to determine the ways in which such products 
arrive at the customers’ locations in proper condition and time. With this view, it can be 
claimed that packaging not merely functions in product protection, and responds to the 
needs of consumers, but also significantly supports logistics and supply chain processes. In 
order to promote a competence of the packaging used in logistics activities, the current 
attention is now focusing on how to improve the capability of packaging operates in its 
procedures, and cost reduction [4]. Various considerations have been made in response to 
this approach; minimizing the volume material usage, rationalizing the number and size, 
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types of packaging, position of barcode, and carries information. These aspects remarkably 
influence on the convenience in dispatching processes, amount of time of unit load, stock 
checking and goods arrangement, and they become the crucial impacts on the ways to 
generate a suitable packaging that appropriates to logistics and transportation procedures 
[5].  
Apart from this concern, another consideration is that how packaging can well 
operate in both wholesale and retail display spaces. On shelf spaces in general, there are 
hundreds of products in variety sizes and shapes, for example, small round tubs of butter, 
cylindrical containers of yogurt, or square blocks of cheese, and so on. The diverse forms 
and dimension of these containers became a major problem in shelf space arrangement and 
ergonomics control. Unsuitable packaging that does not meet a functional requirement 
unconstructively impacts the consumers with poor properties, lack of identification, and 
visual appeal [6]. Moreover, it also provides a numerous unused parts and wastes, which 
have always been disposed of [7]. 
According to a high competitive modern trade and the growth of new technology in 
nowadays, new demands on packaging design are remarkably increased. The growing of 
customer preferences also imposes these demands, especially in their purchasing power, 
changes in lifestyles, needs and tastes. The new orientation of packaging design has been 
established in response to these demands. Various packaging design are generated with 
reference to the idea of universal design, eco- friendly material use, weight reduction, and 
efficient unit loads and distribution, and they became a fundamental design principle in 
nowadays [8, 9, 10]. This move has shifted the ways in which such packaging are 
functioned in the demand of use from the past, and became more responding the needs of 
material use and cost reduction, recycling, shelf and store managements, and also logistics 
and transportation. 
With this perspective, it is clearly to see an increase of various kinds of packaging 
that rely principally on the design principle as mentioned above, since it is considered as a 
source of environmental sustainability, cost saving, and suitable for display and 
transportation. Furthermore, it turns into the most important factor that triggers the ways to 
determine on the packaging properties, especially in material usage, shape of container, 
size and weight reduction. Following this principle, Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) or 
Retail Ready Packaging (RRP) has been introduced extensively over the last few years, 
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since it is believed to unravel the problems that caused in shelf display and logistics 
procedures. Theoretically, SRP or RRP is a retail industry term used by both retail stores 
and retail goods producers, sharing its synonymous with a ready- to- sell packaging or 
PAV (prêt-à-vendre) [11]. 
SRP literally means a product that applies to a ready-merchandised unit. It has to 
be strong enough to distribute, easy to identify, easy to open, and easy to be put onto the 
shelf and finally dispose of [12, 13, and 14]. What is more, it requires little arrangement 
for the retail consumption, and allows an optimization of shelf replenishment, enhanced 
visibility that is attractive enough for consumers. According to Stephane A. (2009), he 
stresses that SRP not only allows a better utilization of shelf- filling within a limited 
availability of shelf space, but also permits a higher degree of distribution efficacy, since it 
offers an improvement of identification, recognition, and a direct distribution of case to 
shelf replenishment [15].  
It can be said that Shelf Ready Packaging is nothing new; it has been existence for 
some time albeit in many different forms. It covers all types of packaging, which goes to 
the retail outlet, including promotional displays, pallets, trays, crates, and etc. One of 
notable example is the paperboard cartons that contain several packs of gum. These 
cartons were branded by the gums' color and logo, and they are ready to be open and 
placed in view for customers [16]. With this instance, many retailers have recognized 
benefits of SRP and are moving beyond gum to bigger ticket items and larger scale retail 
ready products. 
SRP significantly impacts the entire products in packaging system, such as primary, 
secondary and tertiary packaging, which fulfills numerous functionalities along the 
principle of logistics and supply chain. In short, we can conclude that the concept of SRP 
refers to the ways in which the secondary packaging (the outer casing on the primary pack) 
is move directly to retailers shelf space following one touch replenishment principles. 
According to this, most of packaging are formed in square and rectangular shapes in order 
to hold the units for sale and display, and help to alleviate the difficulty in shelf space 
management [17].  
Even though, SRP can better allow the retailers to utilize their shelf space by 
increasing product circulation, reducing out-of-stock items, and cutting down on 
unnecessary operation costs, which include product refurbishment. It still has some 
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common causes of problem in the process of product classification and rotation, if its 
shape and size do not compatible with the secondary unit or carrier of the product, and 
tertiary unit or pallet design (its modularity: quarter, half pallet), once it was conducted in 
store. For this reason, many scholars and designers such as Abner S. V (2002), Bernard 
ECR Europe (2006), and Stephane Auclair (2009) suggest that the SRP must be designed 
with reference to shelf dimension and size estimation on shelf, numbers of facings and 
responded to pallet and roll container utilizations that can be maintained through 
modular dimensions of case and pallet footprints [18, 19, 20]. 
SRP is reality today, the use of this kind of packaging is pervasive and increasing 
importantly, in particular the Western Countries, the previous surveys released from ECR 
Europe illustrates that there is a significant number of out-of-stock products, since it might 
not to be easy for the store workers to identify the products at the back of the store, and 
then to put them on shelf without damage, or to open swiftly the outer case and perform 
efficiently the shelf refill activity. With the purpose of resolving the causes of problem, 
most of the major retail chains have asked their suppliers to produce the products 
regarding the criteria of SRP, since SRP was perceived as the existing best practice that 
enables a better product availability and visibility to the consumer with more efficient 
replenishment operations. Therefore, numerous stores have demonstrated a high level of 
proprietary initiative and implementation of SRP in order to gain the benefits from the 
SRP solution for promoting their productivity (shelf replenishment effectiveness), and 
business opportunity (on shelf availability improvement, improvement of product 
recognition in shelf by the shoppers). 
With the growth and increasing competitive economic in the last few decades, 
global market has stimulated a higher demand for more convenient and sophisticated 
packaging, and thus packaging industry has been now getting bigger importantly. With 
this current, many researches are being conducted with the objective of finding solutions 
that will be best meet a modern-day packaging requirements. But surprisingly, there are 
very little research has been done so far in concerning SRP principle. Since, most of 
foregoing studies have only concentrated on the product’s efficacy of the upstream supply 
chain - manufacturing and distribution, and they were not focused on packaging that can 
riposte the requirements of the end destination -the store shelf and the shopper. In addition, 
under the terms and conditions of private use, most of foregoing studies on SRP were very 
limited within the major or international trade companies. For the micro, and small and 
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medium-sized enterprises, however, they are considered to be a major source of 
entrepreneurial skills, innovation and employment; they are constantly confronted with 
market imperfections that reduce their opportunities in order to gain new knowledge and 
technologies. Especially designers who work for printing company in Thailand, when they 
were asked to design an appropriate SRP for the local products and agricultural 
manufacturers’ products, they are always struggling with the difficulties in obtaining a 
new innovation and what should be involved with the SRP design. These restricted 
resources may cause the depletion in the SMEs’ business competitions and development 
abilities. For this reason, it is necessary for the present study to investigate the principle of 
SRP and find the ways to apply its system to develop and establish an appropriate SRP 
design guidance that could contribute to a better future for Shelf Ready Packaging design.  
Thus, the aim of this thesis is to establish an understanding of information and 
function that are suitable for Shelf Ready Packaging design and also endeavors to develop 
a design index for Shelf Ready Packaging as a comprehensive tool, which might be useful 
for the future merchandising and packaging development.  
1.2 THESIS OUTLINE  
To achieve the above aim, this research project is divided into three parts:  
The first part constitutes the background to the research and outlines the theoretical 
and conceptual ideas important for understanding of the principle and development of the 
Shelf Ready Packaging design, and using them as fundamental information accompanying 
discussed articles 
Three chapters are used to develop this first part. It begins with this introduction to 
the thesis in Chapter 1.   
Then, in Chapter 2 the key terms of Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) are defined, and 
the studies that have been conducted on SRPs are reviewed.  
In Chapter 3, the interactions between the packaging system and logistics processes 
in the retail supply chain, especially in retail outlet operation are analyzed. In order to 
describe and identify the key attribution of Shelf Ready Packaging related information or 
functional used in supply chain. Various factors in the relationship between SRP concept 
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and current retail merchandising which significantly affect the principle and development 
of the SRP design are also discussed.   
The second part forms the core of the research. It consists of three chapters. 
In Chapter 4, a set of SRP characteristics are developed by studying on SRP samples 
from food retail stores in Japan and Thailand. In order to universalize the vital SRP design 
specifications by comparing the SRP samples which practically used in the two different 
countries. 
 In Chapter 5, comprises of investigations on the most common consumer pack 
types appeared in SRPs’ food products. In order to study on consumer packs arrangement 
found in SRP and how the physical characteristics of consumer units related to the weight 
of SRP. This is followed by the changes of arrangement patterns in accordance with the 
shapes of consumer packs and other conditions in shelf replenishment.  
In Chapter 6, the current problems of SRP are investigated and sorted out so as to 
explore the suitable design solutions that could help to reduce the problems in SRP design. 
This is followed by the discussion on the problems of currently used SRP in food retail 
store, classification of SRP problems. The design solutions and proposed SRP design 
concepts are demonstrated at the end of this part.  
These three chapters present the main body of results of the extensive fieldwork that 
provided essential materials for this thesis. 
The third part is the last chapter, which contains conclusion of knowledge derived 
from the first part and the main findings from the second part. Chapter 7 begins with Shelf 
Ready Packaging characteristics in relationship to the activities in retail outlet. This is then 
followed by the design specifications in response to the five basic functional requirements 
of SRP. This discussion provides other considering point when designing SRP as a 
contribution to the practical use of SRP in global retail supply chain. Furthermore, 
considerations for further research are also discussed in this chapter. 
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Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP)  
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
To understand how Shelf Ready Packaging in accordance with the operation in retail outlet, 
it is necessary to first define the key terms: Shelf Ready Packaging, and how they are used 
and understood. The aim of the present chapter is to define the first key term, Shelf Ready 
Packaging, and to review the studies that have been conducted on this packaging. 
The present chapter begins in Section 2.2 by defining the meaning of Shelf Ready 
Packaging (SRP) in this thesis. This is then followed in Section 2.3 by defining and 
describing the principal of SRP.  Previous approaches to the study of SRP are discussed 
in Section 2.4.  Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 2.5.  
2.2 DEFINING SHELF READY PACKAGING  
There have been various definitions of Shelf Ready Packaging. Theoretically, 
‘Shelf Ready Packaging’(SRP) is a retail industry term used by both retail stores and retail 
goods producers, sharing its synonymous with Retail Ready Packaging (RRP) a ready- to- 
sell packaging or PAV (prêt-à-vendre) [1]. The "PAV (prêt-à-vendre)" or ready to sell" is a 
method of packaging and presentation of a product or as a display tray. It allows the direct 
sale of goods that leaving a minimum handling of the point of sale [2]. As Shelf Ready 
Packaging (SRP) is synonymous with Retail Ready Packaging (RRP), it is indispensable to 
consider the meaning of RRP as to clearly understanding of SRP definition. Institute of 
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Grocery Distribution described the background of RRP that it was historically developed 
from secondary packaging (the outer casing on the primary pack) which has concentrated 
on product protection during transportation [3]. The major problem of secondary 
packaging is that it was produced to function in manufacturing and distribution processes, 
but it was unworkable when dispatching to the end destination, in particular when it was 
shelving in retail outlet and shopping by customer.  
IGD noted that RRP has been in existence for in many different forms such as a 
cardboard tray that housed cans of grocery product and the returnable transit packaging, 
such as the green plastic tray. IGD demonstrated overall characteristics of RRP:  
‘Retail Ready Packaging (RRP) offers improved identification, recognition, 
direct case to shelf replenishment. Ideally the outer case is moved direct to 
shelf following “one touch replenishment” principles. 
One-touch-replenishment represents the aspiration of getting the right 
product to the right place for immediate case to shelf replenishment in one 
smooth movement rather than decanting single units.’  
IGD, too, determined the difference between SRP and RRP:  
‘Shelf Ready Packaging is the term generally referred to a product that 
comes ready merchandised and can be put onto the shelf. RRP is a broader 
definition that encompasses SRP, but also includes further criteria such as 
easy identification and easy opening.’  
As Pat Reynold (2010) described in his interview with James Tupper that the term 
Retail Ready Packaging (RRP) covers the whole supply chain. It also describes a key form 
of RRP such as merchandising unit that places right on the retail store floor with its own 
base or at the aisle end. He also emphasized the definition of RRP that it is an approach to 
packaging in which its design facilitates the key activities in four main stakeholders. There 
are shoppers, distribution people, Consumer Package Goods (CPG) companies, and 
retailers [4]. 
Consistent with ECR Australasia, clarified that Shelf Ready Packaging and 
merchandising units, both of which fall under the Retail Ready Packaging umbrella. RRP 
refers to products, which are easy to identify, easy to open, easy to shelf, easy to shop and 
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easy to dispose [5, 6]. SRP allows a group of consumer units to be placed directly onto the 
shelf and maximize the speed of shelf replenishment without the requirement of stacking 
individual items. Most of SRPs are involved secondary packaging used on shelf and 
suitable for small to medium size pack sizes. 
Jenny S. (2011) also acknowledges SRP always evolve in accordance with 
secondary packaging that can be taken from the warehouse to the shelf with little 
intervention by retail staff [7]. It used to improve merchandise appearance on the retail 
shelf through the use of self-contained display boxes or trays.  
Many authors noted that SRP allows retailers to place Consumer Packaged Goods 
(CPG) branded food and beverage cases on retail shelves in one movement, it does not 
require individual unit stocking. They also gave an example on these packages that are the 
boxes come with brand color, logo, and ready to be open and placed in view for the 
customers [8, 9, 10]  
As John K. (2011) and Linda C. (2011) considered that SRP refers to packaging 
typically made from corrugated board, includes systems referred to as shelf-ready, 
display-ready or shopper-ready [11, 12]. It designed to alleviate the process of in-store 
stock replenishment, whilst at the same time enhancing the shopping experience for the 
consumer it provides benefits to the total supply chain.  
Even though, SRP definitions have been classified variously but they have the same 
common concept. Shelf Ready Packaging is generally the term used to refer to a case 
contains a number of sale units that comes ready merchandised and can be put onto the 
shelf.  It designed to improve the process of in-store stock replenishment and enhancing 
the shopping experience for the consumers. Therefore these definitions are used throughout 
this thesis. 
 
2.3 SHELF READY PACKAGING  
This section deals with the principles of Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP). It begins 
with general view of SRP followed by the role of SRP, and its impacts on current retail 
supply chain. A brief review of what constitutes such SRP, and goes on to describe the key 
attributions were used along distribution process and in-store operation. The five basic 
functional requirements of SRP are also clarified in this part. 
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2.3.1 General view of Shelf Ready Packaging  
The SRP literally means a product that applies to a ready-merchandised unit. It has 
to be strong enough to distribute, easy to identify, easy to open, and easy to be put onto the 
shelf and finally dispose of [13, 14, 15]. In addition, it requires little arrangement for the 
retail consumption, and allows an optimization of shelf replenishment, enhanced visibility 
that is attractive enough for the consumers. According to Auclair S. (2009), he stresses that 
the SRP not only allows a better utilization of shelf- filling within a limited availability of 
shelf space, but also permits a higher degree of distribution efficacy, since it offers an 
improvement of replenishment processes in-store operation [16]. To put it simply, SRP is a 
cardboard tray or corrugated box that contains a can or bottle of grocery product. In a 
decade, it has been widely developed to promote logistics efficiency [17, 18, 19].  
SRP concept began appearing in Western Europe about almost a decade ago, where 
it is commonly used by retailers and continues to evolve. Over the last five year, 
European-based retailers have "exported" the concept of RRP to other regions of the globe, 
including Australia and parts of Asia and South America. Most recently, a handful of 
retailers in Canada and the U.S. have also started to slowly implement SRP solutions on 
their shelves [20].  
The use of SRP concept is not just about making the product look good. It is about 
making them perform efficiently and about enhancing the profitability of all users along 
supply chain procedure as long as it is being kept with the five principle features, easy 
identifying, easy opening, easy to shelf, easy to shop and easy disposal. It can benefits to 
total supply chain in a number of ways such as, to reduce processes and operations, 
creating better interactions and experiences for manufacturers or suppliers, distributors and 
retailer staffs, while also enhancing the shopping experiences for the customers [21, 22] 
Following the research of Smithers Pira (2012) who analyzed and made a 
prediction on ‘The Future of Retail Ready Packaging to 2017’, SRP has steady growth in a 
global market, and played a major role in food products. The majority of SRPs are used in 
food merchandising, making up nearly 78 percent of the total. Beverages contribute a 
further 16 percent and non-foods make up less than 6 percent in 2010. Pira expects this to 
change over the medium term as non-foods increase their share of SRPs to 7%, beverages 
grow to over 18% and foods reduce to three-quarters of the 2016 market [23].  
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2.3.2 Shelf Ready Packaging Types 
George G. (2005), who analyzed and made a compilation related to shelf ready 
packaging options, the impact of the easy open features and SRP compromise solutions. 
He stated that SRP solutions generally fit into the categories of each having different levels 
of presentation and protection for the contents [24]. It can be divided into 4 categories as 
follows: 
1. Convertible Corrugated Shipper 
Convertible Corrugated Shipper refers to one-piece carton with removable panels to 
form SRP. It is moderate protection for goods. For example, Regular Slotted Container 
(RSC) and wraparound packs. 
 
 
 
    
 
Figure 2-1. An RSC to a SRP display for non-supporting bagged product 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2. A Wraparound to a Shelf Ready tray for primary cartons 
 
 
2. Multi-Component Corrugated Shipper 
Multi-Component Corrugated Shipper signifies to typically two-piece carton with 
removable lid on inner that forms SRP. It is a solution for non-supporting products that 
inner trays may be corrugated or plastic such as RSC and wrap around cases. This SRP 
provides maximum protection for goods.  
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Figure 2-3. An RSC A multi-component box 
 
 
3. Tray and Shrink Pack 
Tray and Shrink Pack denotes plastic or corrugated tray with removable poly wrap to 
form SRP. With this character, it provides minimal protection for goods, which rely on 
self-supporting and robust consumer units. 
 
 
      
 
Figure 2-4. Corrugated tray with film wrap 
 
4. Easy-Open Corrugated Shipper 
Easy-Open Corrugated Shipper implies corrugated carton with perforations to enable 
easy open and/or knock down for disposal. It typically used for non-shelf display products 
with moderate protection. 
    
 
Figure 2-5. A perforated carton 
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The Kroger Co. (2010) demonstrated SRP general characteristics relate it 
components by dividing it into 3 types as follows:  
 
1. Tray and shrink 
It refers to corrugated or plastic tray with a removable plastic film. The tray with 
the product can be placed on the shelf in one movement.  
 
 
Figure 2-6. Tray and shrink box: 
 
2. Display box 
It describes corrugated Regular Slotted Container (RSC) or full wrap box with 
perforations or tear strips that in one or two steps allow a portion of the case to be removed 
for placement directly onto shelf. .  
 
Figure 2-7. Display box  
 
 
3. Multi-Component pack  
This packaging contains more than one component. It usually come with a 
telescoping lid, which made slightly larger than the box to allow the lid to freely slide 
down or open over the box and allows the base containing product to be placed on the 
shelf.  
 
Figure 2-8. Multi-component pack 
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2.3.3 The Principle of Shelf Ready Packaging  
As a result of the researches accomplished by IGD (ECR UK); ECR Europe and 
ECR Australasia, SRP should be supported logistic process in particular the three main 
activities of the retail outlet; they are “receiving and shipping”, “replenishment process” 
and “re-use and recycle”. Following the researches, the SRP denotes to the packages 
which are easy to identify, easy to open, easy to shelf, easy to shop and easy to dispose of, 
the five main characteristics are described as follows [26, 27, 28, 29 ]. 
1. Easy to identify  
Easy to identify refers to a clearly communicated product’s information which can 
be visible on the box. It supports the choice of product correction and stock rotation, 
emphasizing on the distribution center, back of store and shelf replenishment. Product 
information can be clearly communicated and visible on more than one side of the box in 
order to represent the products when they are being stacked on a pallet or trolley.   
 
                (a)                       (b) 
 
Figure 2-9. Samples of Easy to Identify SRP 
 
Figure 2-9a shows product information such as brand and barcode can be clearly 
communicated and easily identified by retail staffs. While Figure 2-9b shows the boxes 
have no information that can help retail staffs to recognize the product inside.  
2. Easy to open  
Easy to open signifies to the package that can be easily opened in one or two steps 
without the aid of tools such as knives and cutters in avoiding accident and injury. The 
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opening instruction, such as how to open, how to use and how to dispose can be able to 
read and easily understand by the retail staffs. Additionally, the opening process should 
not damage product and create a bad appearance. 
 
      (a)                            (b)  
 
Figure 2-10. Samples of Easy to Open SRP 
 
Figure 2-10 shows samples of SRP in Easy to open function, Figure 2-10a shows 
the attributes of easy to open that opening instruction are illustrated by using image with 
simple drawing, and highlight a tear strip which is easy to understand. And Figure 2-10b 
shows the packages were damaged during opening process and created untidy appearance 
to the customers. 
3. Easy to shelve 
Easy to shelve denotes to the package that enables one-movement in replenishing 
processes. It must be strong enough to maintain the consumer units during replenishment 
and display on shelf. In this aspect, packaging has to accommodate shelf adaptation by 
providing more facings per package for instance long or short side to the front. The 
replenishment depends on the retailing concept; the alternative concepts are secondary 
packaging on shelf or whole pallets on the floor. All concepts focus on customer’s 
experience and perception towards the outlet.  
 
                     (a)                      (b) 
Figure 2-11. Samples of Easy to Shelf SRP 
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Figure 2-11a shows the package that enables an easy to shelf function in one move. 
Figure 2-11b shows SRP which has a weak construction; it can be collapsed during display 
and create bad appearance to the products.  
4. Easy to shop 
Easy to shop implies the perfect product presentation that the boxes have clean 
tearing edges and the high-quality graphics offering endless opportunities of brand 
perception. It enables products that can be able to sell themselves and simply select or 
replace product from shelf by the customers. This attribute concerns visual aspects; 
therefore marketing information, such as product brand, size, variant and other key 
marketing messages should be complementary.  
 
(a)                           (b) 
 
Figure 2-12. Samples of Easy to Shop SRP 
 
Figure 2-12a shows SRP that facilitate shopping experience. Customer can 
take product with no difficulty, while Figure 2-12b shows the customer has hardly 
removing the product because of the shelf-lip height. 
5. Easy to dispose of 
Easy to dispose of refers to package construction that requires small amount of 
materials, single material is preferable. Minimal use of cardboard can be easily flattened 
for disposal after use. The materials can easily recycle or re-use. Instruction of how to 
dispose should be displayed on the bottom side. Packaging which has multi type of 
materials should be easily separated for recycle. The SRP should be easy to stack and 
remove from store aisles in order to keep aisles free and open to support the shopping 
experience. 
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(a)                       (b) 
 
Figure 2-13. Samples of Easy to Dispose of SRP 
 
Figure 2-13a shows Easy to dispose of function that the boxes can be easily flattened 
and stacked on the trolley after used. Figure 2-13b shows the boxes using adhesive tape 
that need a sharp tool to manage it in disposal process.     
The idea of SRP is not only about enhancing the products appearance. It also 
makes them perform efficiently through the activities in retail outlet. These five easy 
functional requirements are used as a parameter to examine characteristics of SRP samples 
in part 2.  
2.4 PREVIOUS STUDIES ON SHELF READY PACKAGING  
Even though, the demand of SRP is increasing, but very little researches have been 
conducted concerning SRP design. Most of foregoing literatures were accomplished within 
the collaboration engagements, and they are used among major or international trade 
companies. With this restricted knowledge, it is very difficult for small and medium local 
businesses to accomplish their own SRP efficiently perform well in five functional 
requirements as the concept mentioned above. 
Foregoing studies on SRP have been taken within various approaches since 2005. 
Three of which seem to be dominant. There are studies of Shelf Ready Packaging 
functional guidelines, studies of a comprehensive guide for a collaborative approach and 
Shelf Ready Packaging style guidelines. 
Previously, SRP lacks industry standards, while retailers and suppliers around the 
world are lining up on the "5 Easies"—Easy to Identify, Open, Shelve, Shop and Dispose 
of. Details and requirements of how to implement each "Easy" standard vary from retailer 
to retailer that make it difficult for suppliers to deliver solutions with broad application.  
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The first challenge is studies on SRP functional requirement and guiding standard 
for industry. Gaining broad consensus can facilitate working by industry groups. Several 
studies have been contextual Retail Ready Packaging guidance through the development 
and endorsement of guiding principles to both the Retail and Fast Moving Consumer 
Goods (FMCG) industries. For example, ECR UK (2005) proposed "Retail Ready Packaging 
Getting Started on RRP Journey" to introduces RRP within an industrial context. It provides 
guidance to develop RRP in business term such as cost, benefit and opportunities through 
RRP with the key contributes of good RRP [30]. ECR UK (2007) also created Retail 
Ready Packaging Functional Guidelines providing a simple set of guidelines address the 
key components of RRP to assist users in developing packaging solution. This document 
describes points to be considered in four main aspects of effective RRP. There are 
consumer needs, in store operations, distribution, and packing and palletisation. The 
following two diagrams illustrate the potential opportunities through RRP [31]. 
 
 
Source: IGD and ECR UK 
 
Figure 2-14. Motivation: Benefit of RRP 
Figure 2-14 illustrates end to end process opportunity areas and summarizes 
in-store process flow of product to shelf, highlighting the various potential benefit 
opportunities associated with RRP. 
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Source: IGD and ECR UK 
 
Figure 2-15. Guidance on the four key contributes of good RRP 
Figure 2-15 demonstrates the key contributes to good RRP following 4 main areas 
in-store process: easy identify by retail staff and customer (easy to shop), easy to open, 
easy to return, recycle and dispose of, and easy to rotate and replenish.  
Second, there have been several numbers of studies on the interpretation of RRP's 
business model. In general, implementing RRP incurs additional supply chain costs for 
suppliers while retailers gain store labor savings and efficiencies. There may be joint 
benefits in terms of improved on-shelf availability and shopper acceptance. Collaborative 
testing involving both retailers and suppliers will likely be the key to quantifying the true 
benefits and costs of SRP. For this reason, ECR Europe (2006) established “Shelf Ready 
Packaging (Retail Ready Packaging) Addressing the challenge: a comprehensive guide for 
a collaborative approach” to provide guidance on how to look at the introduction of Shelf 
Ready Packaging (SRP) collaboratively. This document provides: a set of guiding 
principles, a business case methodology to evaluate the potential of SRP and help further 
retailer-manufacturer collaboration on Shelf Ready Packaging and suggests the right 
balance for delivering value to the consumer [32].       
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Source: Accenture and ECR Europe 
 
Figure 2-16. Business case evaluation and SRP solution assessment 
ECR Australasia (2006) published “Retail Ready Packaging–A focus on Shelf 
Ready Packaging, an Industry Toolkit” to provide common industry standards and 
guidelines to assist retailers, suppliers, wholesalers and packaging companies implement 
sustainable alternate packing solutions. This toolkit provides a practical approach to 
support discussions with trading partners on its introduction and implementation [33].  
Figure 2-17 shows a diagram of 6-step methodology, created by ECR Australasia 
in 2006, a tool that can be used collaboratively by trading partners in determining the cost 
benefit of introducing SRP. ECR Australasia also recognizes the issues of SRP impact 
numerous elements of the supply chain, if not implemented with due consideration to these 
impacts it has the potential to increase costs and reduce efficiencies. With this 
apprehension, the second edition of the toolkit was developed and published in 2010. They 
provide industry leadership, education and guidance on key issues. SRP continues to be a 
balancing act between possible in-store cost savings and efficiency improvements against 
a cost impost to suppliers [34]. 
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   Source: ECR Australasia 
 
 
Figure 2-17. Six-Step methodology tool  
 
 
The product prioritisation model below (Figure 2-18) provides a clear guide to a 
systematic product implementation approach. Priority should be set to the products with a 
high sales rate per store and products those are difficult and labour intensive to replenish. 
Products which are easily adapted to SRP solutions should also be considered. 
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   Source: ECR Australasia 
 
Figure 2-18. SRP Priority diagram  
 
Third, only a few studies suggest SRP style guidelines to. They were created by 
major retailers to provide merchandising guidance for their suppliers. For example, “Shelf 
friendly packaging guidelines” accomplished by Coles Supermarkets in 2010, follows the 
concept of five easy functions appears significantly in ECR Australasia design toolkit. 
These guidelines suggested good and bad samples of SRP to be used by their own house 
brand products and their suppliers to ensure that they have all the information to develop 
best practice shelf friendly products [35]. 
 
     
  Source: Coles supermarkets, 2010 
 
Figure 2-19. Good and bad SRP 
Figure 2-19 shows the samples of good and bad SRP. The good one shows SRP trays 
with clear graphic recognition of product on front panel in acceptable of tray lip height. 
The bad sample shows corrugated tray with unclear graphic recognition of products and its 
tray lip height cover product information on consumer units that is not easy to identify by 
retailer staff sand shoppers. 
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Another prime example of SRP style guidelines was demonstrated in “Retail Ready 
Guidelines for North America”, this work has been done practically following the 
requirements defined by ECR Europe and Walmart Global in 2011 [36]. This guideline 
was designed to provide all Walmart suppliers with general information to maximize the 
effectiveness of their retail ready packaging solutions and allow them to satisfy Walmart’s 
requirements. Corrugated board RRP styles such as RRP side wall guideline, preferred 
height of tray are also provided in this guideline (Figure 2-20). 
 
 
 
 
Source: walmart, 2011 
 
Figure 2-20. RRP side wall and tray guidelines  
 
 
Besides these three approaches, another approach of SRP study focuses on the 
durability of SRP and its performance under time handling. With reference to Tanaka in 
his graduated research on "The use of RRP corrugated boxes in domestic supply chain” 
accomplished in 2012 [37]. 
 
 
Figure 2-21. Comparison of products time handling 
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 Figure 2-21 illustrates a comparison of time handling in products replenishment 
when using RRP and without using RRP. The numbers in yellow boxes show the results of 
time reduction by using RRP.  
 
 
 
Figure 2-22. JIS transit package durability test  
 
Tanaka stated that RRP should have developed to reduce the time handling in 
replenishment process concurrently with durability test. Many criteria suggested by Japan 
Industrial Standards (JIS) such as vibration test, drop test and stacking load test were 
introduced and used for RRP durability test (Figure 2-22). Together with SRP principal 
from ECR has also been used to develop the corrugated boxes in his research.  
The studies on SRP principal have been conducted mainly in Europe, Australia and 
passed to America. There is only one study found in Asian country, which has been 
conducted in academic field as mentioned above. However, the knowledge of SRP 
principal from Efficient Consumer Respond (ECR) is handed down from one place to 
another place, and they have been adapting some details to suit the retail environment. 
Several guidelines were designed to use in the UK, Europe and Australasia in accordance 
with retail environment in each region. SRP or RRP guidelines created by leading retailers 
are always referring to the ECR’s knowledge associated with their own requirements to 
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assist suppliers carry out efficient SRP solutions to satisfy retailers’ requirements. All of 
them always suggest that SRP should be compatible with shelf dimensions, palletizing, 
rate of sale, and automated warehouse systems. A significant concern is that there are 
various standards set by different major retailers, which make manufacturing process in 
difficulty compromising with all those standards.  
SRP and consumer packs configuration does not appear to have been studied. Most 
of the guidelines suggest only good or bad SRP looks like when merchandised on shelf, 
and provide shelf sizing of each retails in the guidelines. Even in Europe and Australasia, 
the areas where several numbers of Shelf Ready Packaging design guidelines have been 
conducted. There has still been insufficient consideration of SRP and consumer packs 
configuration to respond the varieties of product shapes and the SRP using demand.  
2.5 CONCLUSIONS  
 
Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) is a retail industry term used by both retail stores and 
retail goods producers, sharing its synonymous with Retail Ready Packaging, which is a 
method of packaging and presentation of a product or as a display tray. Many foregoing 
studies coined to the term "RRP" to identify any form of packaging that can improve 
product identification, recognition, and product replenishment in one smooth movement 
rather than transferring single units. And “RRP” has also been used instead of “SRP” in 
some guidelines.  
This thesis concludes that Shelf Ready Packaging is the term referred to a case 
contains a number of sale units that comes ready merchandised and can be put onto the 
shelf. RRP is a broader definition that encompasses SRP. It is an approach to packaging in 
which its design facilitates the key activities in in the whole supply chain includes 5 easies 
criteria: easy to identify, easy to open, easy to shelf, and easy to dispose of. 
With these 5 easy functions, SRP has been introduced extensively, since it is 
believed to be able to unravel the problems that caused supply chain procedures and 
reduce cost of operation especially in retail stores. SRP concept began appearing in 
Western Europe where it is commonly used by retailers and continues to evolve. Over the 
last five year, European-based retailers have passed the concept of RRP to other regions of 
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the globe, including Australia and parts of Asia and South America. The use of SRP 
concept is not just about making the product look good. It is about making them perform 
efficiently and enhancing the profitability of all users along supply chain as long as it is 
being kept with the five principle features. SRP general characteristics relate its 
components can be divides into three types: Tray and shrink, Display box, 
Multi-Component pack. The use of SRP has steady growth in a global market, and played 
a major role in food products, making up nearly seventy-eight percent of the total in food 
merchandising.  
Previous studies on SRP design have taken various approaches. Most studies have 
emphasized the key issues of SRP functional requirements and providing a consistent 
approach to SRP implementation within a collaborative engagement. It implies that SRP 
has become an essential requirement and vital component of leading retailers’ policies. 
These invaluable studies have helped to develop a better understanding of SRP solutions. 
However, there has still been insufficient consideration of SRP and consumer packs 
configuration to respond the varieties of product shapes and the SRP using demand. Most 
of the guidelines suggest a sample of good and bad SRP, and provide shelf sizing of each 
retails in the guidelines. 
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Three  
  
Packaging Logistics and Shelf Ready 
Packaging (SRP)  
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Previous studies on SRP claim that SRP is one of the most important apparatuses that 
facilitate the key activities along supply chain. In order to describe and identify the key 
attribution of Shelf Ready Packaging related information or functional used in supply 
chain. The main task of this chapter is to analyze the principle of Shelf Ready Packaging 
design from various sources, such as ECR UK, ECR Europe and ECR Australasia reports. 
Together with, to understand an interaction between the packaging system and logistics 
processes in the retail supply chain, especially in retail outlet operation.  
The present chapter begins in Section 3.2 by introducing a packaging and logistics 
interaction in retail supply chain. This is then followed in Section 3.3 by analyzing and 
describing the key attributes of SRP comparatively with the key functional requirement of 
packaging logistics.  And summary of SRP attributes, which impact the activities along 
supply chain are demonstrated in Section 3.4.  Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 
3.5. 
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3.2 PACKAGING AND LOGISTICS INTERACTION IN 
RETAIL SUPPLY CHAIN 
 
3.2.1 Packaging and Logistics 
Packaging itself can be viewed from several standpoints. In the view marketing, 
packaging is considered to be one of the most important apparatuses that can create the 
value of commodities, functioning in the market [1]. Saghir describes that marketing 
functions of packaging are mainly related to primary packaging (Consumer Packaging) and 
probably display packaging; they also provide an attractive scheme to communicate 
product information to their consumers [2]. Thus, packaging in this aspect involve with 
service level, image, including sale and consumer satisfactory performance [3].  
The term logistics can be defined as a system to manage upstream and downstream 
network between suppliers or manufacturers and customers, in controlling and 
implementing the efficient cost and product storage from original place to the point of 
purchasing [4, 5, 6].  Lancioni and Chandran note that logistics activities are the 
borderline of in-factory productivity improvement, they can work best in which the entire 
possible interface are planned [7]. Logistics functions are mainly related to secondary 
packaging (box) and unit load (pallet). Most of research and development in this area are 
focused on how to design package or find out a design system that can improve the 
capability of the operation in supply chain procedure [8].  
 
Source: ECR Europe, 1997 (Revised by author) 
 
Figure 3-1. Logistics Process 
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In order to understand the functions into practical packaging logistics, it is essential 
to consider the packaging as a system comprising several levels. There are three different 
levels of packaging established (Figure 3-2): primary packages refer to a “consumer 
packaging” which contact directly to the products, and brought home from the shop by the 
end customer. Secondary packages refer to a “transport packaging”, which have been 
designed to contain or group several primary packages all together; they could be taken 
home by consumer or be used by retailers as an aid loading shelves in the store. The 
tertiary packages, they mean the packages that come into use when a number of primary or 
secondary packages are assembling on pallet [9, 10]. 
 
 
 
 Sales packaging (or primary packaging) constitutes the 
sales unit. It’s the package the consumer picks up at the 
point of sale. 
 
 
 
 
  Grouped packaging (or secondary packaging) 
  groups a given number of sales units together 
  into a convenient unit at the point of sale.  
  Grouped packaging typically has one of two roles: it   
  can be a convenient means to replenish the shelves;  
  or it can group sales units into a package for purchase.  
  It can be removed without affecting the product’s  
  properties, and generally defines the unit used by the   
  retailer. 
 
 
 
 
 Transport packaging (or tertiary packaging) is designed 
to ensure damage-free handling and transport of a 
number of sales or grouped packages. This does not 
include road, rail, ship or air containers. Transport 
packaging is normally a shipping unit such as an outer 
case, a pallet or a crate. 
Source: ECR Europe, 1997 
 
Figure 3-2. Packaging system 
 
From Figure 3-2, it must be said that the characteristics of SRP functions are 
similar to the functions of secondary packaging. Following this viewpoint, it is necessary 
to consider the typical characteristics of secondary unit load, which are being used in retail 
supply chain.  
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According to ECR Europe (1997) Secondary unit loads involve all “Packaging 
perceived so as to constitute at the point of purchase a grouping of a certain number of 
sales units, whether the latter is sold as such to the final user or consumer, or whether it 
serves only as a means to replenish the shelves at the point-of sale; it can be removed from 
the product without affecting its characteristics” Other terms used in this context include 
“transport” or “distribution” packaging. Typical secondary unit loads are boxes, crates and 
trays, made by various materials such as corrugated board, cardboard, plastic, or even 
combinations of those materials [11].  
3.2.2 Interaction between Packaging system and Logistics Activities 
It is realistically to say that packaging significantly impacts the entire products in 
packaging system from the primary and secondary to the tertiary packaging, since it fulfills 
numerous functionalities along the principle of logistics and supply chain. Packaging 
logistics performance is involved the activities of manufacturing, distribution, handling, 
storage and internal service performance, as Saghir describes “packaging-logistics should 
comprise the interaction between packaging and logistics, reflecting the increase in 
efficiency and effectiveness of this combined system from upstream to downstream” [12].  
 
Table 3-1. Interaction between packaging system and logistics process  
 
 
 
Source: Hellstrom and Saghir, 2007 (Revised by the authors) 
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In order to understand the interaction between logistics process and packaging 
system, it is necessary to focus on the logistical packaging aspect to examine packaging 
performance along the logistics procedure. Following this idea, Hellström and Saghir 
(2007) have broken down the interaction between them in detail, in order to clarify the 
different levels of packaging and facilitate the understanding of their interdependence 
(Table 3-1). They signify that each logistics process is operated by the three main actors 
including manufacturers, distribution center and retail outlet [13].  
Table 3-1 summarizes the packaging aspect interact with the logistics activities. It 
is obviously seen that all three levels of packaging such as primary package, secondary 
package, and tertiary package are interacted considerably in retail outlet section. And they 
are interacted with three main activities including receiving and shipping, replenishing 
process, and reuse and recycle.  
Interaction between logistics process and packaging system can be used as a 
parameter to examine packaging functions and information that cannot only be able to 
facilitate the activities in retail outlet but also provides the key areas with possibility for 
SRP development. Previous studies on SRP claim that SRP is one of the most important 
apparatuses that facilitate the key activities along supply chain.  
3.3 THE KEY ATTRIBUTES OF SRP AND PACKAGING LOGISTICS 
In order to describe and identify the key attribution of Shelf Ready Packaging related 
information or functional used in supply chain, particularly in retail outlet operation. This 
section deals with an analyzing of the key attributes of packaging logistics concept 
established by several scholars [14, 15, 16, 17], which have been summarized according to 
three main activities in retail outlet. There are receiving and shipping, replenishing, and 
reuse and recycle (Table 3-2). Together with SRP five easy functional requirement 
attributions from various sources such as ECR UK, ECR Europe and ECR Australasia 
reports [18, 19, 20].  
The key attributes of Packaging concerning three main activities in retail outlet are 
categorized and summarized accordingly to five easy aspects as shown in Table 3-3 to 
Table 3-5.   
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Table 3-2. Key attributes of packaging concerning retail outlet activities  
 
Packaging design concerning logistical activities at retail outlet 
 
 
Activities  
 
Activity Description 
The key attributes of 
Packaging 
Recommended presentation 
 
Receiving and 
shipping 
 
 
 
 
The activities in the 
distribution centre (DC) which 
concern unloading, product 
picking, application of labels 
and controlling the received 
products. It also refers to the 
activities in the retail outlet 
that the shipment will be 
verified when it arrives at the 
retail outlet. 
Once the shipment has been 
unloaded, the pallets are 
labeled and verified. The 
labeling activity is also used 
as a means of verifying a 
number of pallets received. 
 
Unloading is often carried out by 
the truck driver, using pallet 
stacker, or automatically, using 
automated unloading equipment. 
 
 
Picking process or order picking 
represents the core activity is the 
most labor-intensive. 
Packaging aspect which 
influence the efficiency of the 
order picking process are 
quantity, weight, volume, stack 
ability and ergonomic aspects 
such as weight of picked 
packages, slippery packages risk 
of cutting injuries on the edge of 
corrugated board and difficulties 
in getting a grip 
 
 
Packaging shape, size and 
modules 
Packaging overall cost 
Historical data on loss and 
damage 
Packaging specifications 
Packaging interior and exterior 
factors 
Package ease of opening 
closing and reusing 
Package ease of handling 
Package identification 
Amount of dead space in 
stacking 
Weight-to-protection shipping 
ratio 
Packaging material 
 
 
Replenishing 
 
The replenishing process 
depended on the retailing 
concept; the alternatives 
considered were: single 
product on shelf, secondary 
packaging on shelf or whole 
pallets on the floor. All 
retailing concepts in the retail 
outlet focused on shopper 
experience and perception of 
the outlet.  
 
 
 
At the retail outlet, packaging 
has to accommodate shelf 
adaptation, sales promotion 
requirement, the facilitation of 
product identification and 
communication, handling 
efficiency and ergonomic 
requirement. Package should be 
easy opening, picking, griping, 
and strong enough for stacking.   
Avoid using weak packaging 
structure and too heavy 
packages. They are not only 
difficulty in staking on shelf but 
also easily damaged packaging 
shape and packaging appearance. 
 
 
logistics marking standard and 
number (e.g.GS1) 
Packing measurements 
Supplier and retailer stock code 
Gross weight 
Packaging weight 
Type of packaging 
Lot tracing 
Packaging pattern 
Number of consumer packs 
 
 
Reuse and 
recycle 
 
The handling of used 
packaging material, which 
was handled at the retail outlet 
or in the DC. 
 
 
Handling efficiency material can 
be accomplished by the use of 
package easy to be disposed of 
and sorted. Packaging should be 
easy to be defined the type of 
size, shape or material e.g. tray, 
case, bag, plastic, corrugated box 
or carton box. 
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Table 3-3. Key attributes of SRP: Easy identify and Easy open  
 
 
 
 
The key attribute of Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) 
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Easy to identify 
 
    
Visual product identification:     
Product representation is clear and visible on the packaging.     
Product information clearly displayed on at least two sides (e.g. brand, variant, size, dietary data, 
number of consumer pack) 
    
Bar code easily accessible and scanned, and should not be on the front side facing the customers     
Outer packaging mirrors appearance of consumer unit     
Shopper negligible information:     
Logistics data of the product should not be facing the consumer     
Best Before dates should contrast to the background     
Best Before date location and print should facilitate product rotation by store staff     
Product’s name and bar coded printed in a size and text to ease its readability     
Warehouse Focused:     
Products are palletized so that their types and brands are recognized     
Bar code easily accessible and scanned     
Refer to GS1 case labeling recommendation for information including on the product     
     
 
Easy to open 
 
    
Simple Instructions:     
Instructions enabled multi-geography implementation, and avoid language barriers     
Locating an opening point quick     
Instruction on how to open in simple pictorials and diagrams are better than words     
Quality:     
Product integrity and appearance should not be damaged during opening of SRP      
Use of tools (e.g. knife) for opening should be avoided      
If tools are required, clear instructions should be provided      
The SRP unit itself should also be protected against damage during opening     
When tearing is required to open the SRP unit:     
It should be suitable design and enable the unit to be held and gripped easily     
Tearing should not leave a rough edge on the packaging     
Uncomplicated handling:     
Shrink wrap, if used, needs to be easily removed, and should not require puncturing     
Opening should not require more than one person     
For opening medium, less or spot glue, tape but not across the SRP case     
The number of handlings required to open should be minimized     
Opening time should contribute to a quicker and simpler replenishment process     
Staff and Consumer Safety:     
Use of tools (e.g. knife) for opening should be avoided for safety in the work place     
If tools are required, this should be clearly explained by using pictograms     
During or after opening, no sharp edges should exist that could danger for either staff or shoppers 
    
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Table 3-4. Key attributes of SRP: Easy Shelf and Easy shop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key attribute of Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) 
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Easy to shelve 
 
    
Packaging Stability:     
The display unit, after the removal of unwanted secondary packaging, must remain stable during the 
shelving or display process 
    
Twisting or bending of the remaining secondary packaging (i.e. after removing lid, plastic wrap, etc) 
during display is not acceptable 
    
The product must keep its position and intended orientation during the display process     
Shift of the product whilst loading must be avoided     
Optimize Space:     
Preferably support the ability to store a minimum of 2 SRP units on shelf     
Multiple facing options from the same unit increase flexibility and implementation     
SRP solutions should be stackable on shelf or next to it     
Apply pallet modular dimensions as much as possible     
Ease of Handling:     
Dimension and weight of SRP has to fulfill national or international regulations     
The acceptable weight of the full SRP unit and the ability of easy replenish      
SRP should support in-store staff handles either hand holes or other mechanisms     
Enabling easy access to primary packs for price-marking or security tagging without having to take each 
individual product out of the case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clearly mark the front facing graphically on the removable part of the SRP     
 
Easy to shop 
 
    
Assist Identification:     
The shopper-facing portion of the unit should not include bar codes     
Where possible, the front facing to mime the contained consumer units, to ensure correct product is 
selected where variants and multiple pack-sizes exist 
    
Product name or its brand and manufacturer’s logo are displayed on the front facing     
The SRP unit should not cover any important information from the primary packaging that shoppers 
would expect to see 
    
Enhance Appearance:     
The SRP unit should make a positive contribute to the shopper experience     
The SRP unit artwork should not diminish the appearance of the store or category     
Product variants could be highlighted through use of colours     
Lip of tray should be 20% of product height      
     
Simple to Handle:     
No additional barriers to picking up or replacing the product from and back into the SRP unit, considering 
any impeded access to the products from the fixture. 
    
SRP should not result in consumer units being so tightly packed that reduce ability of product access to 
shopper 
    
The fixture is easy to navigate, find and browse, allowing shopper to return the product easily if not 
require     
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Table 3-5. Key attributes of SRP: Easy dispose of 
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Easy to dispose 
 
    
Packaging Stability:     
SRP should become flat with a minimum amount of effort and handling steps     
The requirement of tools should be avoided to dispose, fold, collapse or stack     
Physical tearing of materials and use of tools (e.g. knife) should be avoided to minimize risks for 
staff injury 
    
Use pictogram instructions to collapse the box     
Respect Legislation:     
National legislation regarding prevention, recovery and recycling should always be respected     
Returnable / reusable /recyclable:     
Simple and clear instructions for re-use / recycle     
The crates need to be stackable to secure efficient transport and handling in-store     
Different materials need to be easily identified and possible to separate     
The corrugated material, often of more complex nature     
Material specification should be shown on the box     
Use appropriate recycling logo     
Simplicity:     
Keep the number of materials to a minimum     
Empty tertiary packaging should be collapsible or stackable     
Remaining waste should be easily separable to different materials  
     
     
 
From Table 3-3 to Table 3-5, packaging design concerning logistics activities at 
retail outlet embroiled in package handling such as an application of labels and controlling 
the received products and product integrity when picking and replenishing. Another 
concerned is the handling of used packaging material, which is handled at retail outlet and 
distribution center. These features are related to the functional requirements of SRP in 
Easy to identify, Easy to open, Easy to shelve, and Easy to dispose of. 
It was not found any concerned in Easy to shop function. This is shown that the 
previous packaging researches concerning logistics functions were concentrated on how to 
design package or system that can improve the capability of the operation in supply chain 
procedure. They were often ended up their focusing only on the activities in retail outlets 
but not included the convenience of the end customers. 
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SRP attributes have various aspects to be concerned depending on it performances. 
For Easy to identify, there are three aspects to be concerned when accomplishing this 
solution: visual product identification, shopper negligible information, and warehouse 
focused. These aspects support the choice of product correction and stock rotation, 
emphasizing on the distribution center, back of store and shelf replenishment. Therefore, 
product information on SRP must be clearly communicated and visible more than one side 
of the box in order to represent the products when they are being stacked on a pallet or 
trolley. 
Easy opening function considers a simple of opening instruction, the quality of 
product after opened, uncomplicated handling, and retail staff and consumer safety aspects. 
The opening instruction must be able to read and easily understand by the retail staff. And 
the use of simple pictorials or diagrams is better than words. SRP opening process should 
not damage product and create a bad appearance. The use of sharp such as knives and 
cutters should be avoided to keep away from accident and injury.  
Easy to shelve concerns packaging stability and shelf space optimizing with ease of 
handling aspects; therefore SRP must be strong enough to maintain the consumer units 
during replenishment and display on shelf. With these aspects, SRP has to accommodate 
shelf adaptation by providing more facings per package for instance long or short side to 
the front.  
Easy to shop involves enhancing product appearance and assisting in product 
identification with simple handling aspects.  It is suggested that SRP should have clean 
tearing edges and high-quality graphics offering good perception of brand and products. 
And enabling products can be able to simply select or replace to the shelf by the 
customers. 
Easy disposal function devotes to package stability and simplicity in returning or 
reusing and recyclable aspects. It is about creating better interactions package construction 
that requires small amount of materials. For example, minimal use of cardboard can be 
easily flattened after use. Instruction of how to dispose should be displayed with 
appropriate diagram or recycling logo.  
Among these five easies, many scholars note that most problems regarding 
packaging along the activities in retail store are the complexity in opening, picking and 
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gripping of packages, structure of packages that are too heavy and hardly in replenishment 
and stacking packages on the shelf; the use of tool such as knife or cutter which can be 
damaged packaging shape and design; packaging appearance; and a great number of 
disposal packaging materials [21, 22]. Consequently, Easy to open and Easy to shelve 
could be considered as the first priority in SRP development. 
3.4 THE IMPACT OF SRP IN RETAIL SUPPLY CHAIN 
The use of Shelf Ready Package (SRP) concept can benefits to total supply chain in a 
number of ways such as, to reduce processes and operations, creating better interactions 
and experiences for manufacturers or suppliers, distributors and retailer staffs, while also 
enhancing the shopping experiences for customers [23, 24].     
Following the research of Pira International Assesses, SRP has steady growth in a 
global market, and played a major role in food products [25]. This research confirmed that 
cost control is a crucial aspect in SRP development, all parties in packaging and logistics 
processes have the same purpose to develop the efficiencies of their retail outlet operations 
and provide good experiences to the shoppers. Likewise, a research conducted by Nikola 
indicated that packaging convenient is an important feature from both consumers and 
producers’ point of views [26]. Owing to the change of life style, consumers require more 
convenient package, while producers require packaging that can be both easily handled by 
middleman and minimize cost. With this perspective, it could be claimed that the SRP has 
a positive impact that enables convenient packaging and business opportunity for all actors 
in retail supply chain.    
For manufacturers and suppliers, SRP might require capital intensive investment. 
The research accomplished by Pira International Assesses has shown that effective use of 
SRP can make product easily shop and create good experience for the customers [27]. 
When graphics are well-incorporated on the box, they enhance visibility of products and 
brand differentiation. They can help the products functioning better on shelf space in retail 
outlet and product branding and marketing collateral, even though, these decoration 
increase the cost of overall production. 
In the view retail outlets, the SRP can reduce cost of labours and enable retailers to 
accomplish significant cost savings. SRP has been used as a tool to improve store 
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productivity, and minimise the out-of-stock problem by providing necessary information 
such as logistics data, product brand and variant information that can be easily identified 
for retailers to store and stock on the shelves, and simple to process at a check-out counter 
or other final point of distribution [28]. In addition, an easy opening function can keep 
product integrity and avoid any accident that could be happened during opening by using 
of sharp knife and cutter.  
With regard to distribution process, the SRP concept has brought about 
transportation cost reduction, for instance, the modular boxes, stackable features, and 
flexible bulk containers which are designed to harmonize standardized dimensions of 
pallets. Furthermore, product brand name or needed information which located on the right 
position of the box is easily scanned, can reduce any mistake that can be happened during 
erecting and picking process. Consequently, these ideas can be able to create the boxes that 
are compatible with shipper and carrier modes and achieved a low-cost component of the 
supply chain [29]. 
In case of the end customers, the idea of SRP can be able to help them to clarify 
different types and information of products, the customers can easily take and return 
products onto shelf. In addition, innovative printing technology can facilitate high quality 
of graphic on the SRP boxes; the graphic can communicate benefits and uses as well as 
build up confidence into the buyer to recognize the product and make decision to purchase 
it [30].  
3.5 CONCLUSIONS  
The interaction between the packaging system and logistics activities in this chapter 
enabled better understanding of the physical environment for packaging system in retail 
supply chain. It also provides the activities involved in SRP that indicates information 
needed for SRP design, which is indispensable for making packaging in respond to retail 
supply chain activities. 
Analyzing the key attributes of packaging logistics associated with the key 
attributes of SRP five easy functional requirements provide a valuable combination of the 
recommended practice and information useful for SRP design. It ensure that the key 
attributes to design SRP summarized in this chapter can practically use to achieve an 
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efficient and responsive SRP in functional requirement along supply chain especially the 
operation in retail outlets. 
 In addition, the use of SRP concept has a positive impact that not only enables 
convenient packaging in retail outlet operation but also provides business opportunity for 
all actors in retail supply chain. 
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Four  
  
Shelf Ready Packaging Characteristics 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to examine that the existing of SRP attributes in Asian countries, which are being 
use in retail outlets can practically perform in accordance with the operation in retail 
environments. SRP five functional attributes which summarized in Chapter 3 were used as 
a parameter in SRP samples selection to study on SRP characteristics. Hence, this chapter 
devote to studying on the existing SRP characteristics in Japan and Thailand food retail 
stores. The varieties of characteristics available in each country can bring about a general 
view of SRP design awareness and other specific concerns. A set of SRP characteristics 
are developed by studying on SRP samples from food retail stores in Japan and Thailand. 
In order to universalize the vital SRP design specifications by comparing the SRP samples 
which practically used in the two different countries. 
The present chapter begins in Section 4.2 by a methodology to accomplish the 
study on SRP characteristics. This is then followed in Section 4.3 by an analysis of Shelf 
Ready Packaging characteristics.  An analysis result of SRP characteristics is discussed in 
Section 4.4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.5.  
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4.2 METHODOLOGY  
This chapter consists of three main steps. Firstly, the two groups of Thai and Japanese 
SRPs were investigated through photographic samples. Secondly, the processing and 
analysis of the data derived from photographic samples by using the Quantification Theory 
Type III and Cluster Analysis. Finally the results of analysis are interpreted.  
 
4.3 SHELF READY PACKAGING CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS 
4.3.1 Samples selection and description 
Food industry is the largest single end-use market, it accounts for 35% of the global 
packaging industry. According to Smithers Pira, three-quarters of Shelf Ready Packaging 
(SRP) demand originates in the food industry. The packaging for food in the markets can 
take many forms and the demand and consumption of them are a key factor that indicates 
the growth of food markets and the development of retail stores [1]. The demand and 
consumption of packaging are different depending on the consumers’ needs, shopping 
behaviors and the per capita income. With reference to Rundh, the consumption of 
packaging including SRP in the industrialized countries is considerably higher than the 
developing ones [2]. With the aim to differentiate and generalize the SRP in the developed 
and developing countries, Japan and Thailand have been selected as a field of data 
collection. 
Following this, the study attempts to exemplify the classification and discussion on 
the characteristics of SRP collecting from food retail stores. The variety of food’s SRP is 
crucial for this study; it could be a good example that allows us to understand the current 
characteristics of practical SRP. Thus, 108 samples of SRP in Japan and 103 samples of 
SRP in Thailand were collected from major supermarkets in an urban area of the two 
countries. The five easy functional requirements including easy to identify, easy to open, 
easy to shelve, easy to shop and easy to dispose of are the main criteria to evaluate the 
SRP samples.  
 
4.3.2 Categories analysis  
The categories analysis was a ground theory for the study to distinguish different 
types of SRP, the samples have been cautiously selected by based on the five main 
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criteria of SRP. Associate with the researches of ECR Europe, ECR UK, ECR Australasia 
[3, 4, 5] and Packaging Logistics attribute [6] which have been analyzed in Chapter 3. 
Fifty nine fundamental features of SRP have been found in the samples and can be 
categorized into five main aspects: there are identifying, opening, shelving, shopping and 
disposal functions. All features of the SRP samples are illustrated in Table 4-1.  
 
 
Table 4-1 SRP features list and description (Easy to identify, open and shelve) 
Feature Description of features Characteristic of features 
Easy to identify 
 
 
Position of product 
information 
Brand on 2 sides of SRP 
Product name and its variant on 2 sides 
of SRP 
Size on 2 sides of SRP 
Net weight on 2 sides of SRP 
Graphic recognition of 
product 
Text only 
Text and illustration/image 
Easy to open 
 
 
Opening position 
 
Top side opening 
Front and top side opening 
Half of front side opening 
Half of front side and half of top side 
opening 
Half of box opening 
Type of instruction Nonverbal (illustration/pictogram) 
Verbal and nonverbal 
 
Position of opening 
instruction 
Top panel of the box 
Side (L/R) panel of the box 
Front panel of the box 
Highlighting position of key opening 
Highlighting which part of SRP be 
removed 
Easy to shelve Total number of consumer 
units 
12 items 
More than 12 items 
Less than 12 items 
Option of consumer facing 
on shelf 
single facing on shelf 
multiple facing on shelf 
Considered weight of SRP Less than 16 Kg 
Applied ISO modular Can be applied 
Stack ability on shelf or 
next to it 
2 cases deep 
2 cases stacked 
2cases adjacent 
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Table 4-1 SRP features list and description (Easy to shop and dispose of) 
Feature Description of features Characteristic of features 
Easy to shop 
 
Shape of SRP in the front 
view after opening 
U shape 
Rectangle or tray and square shape 
U shape with display 
Rectangle or tray and square shape with 
display 
Shape on side view after 
opening 
Rectangle shape 
L shape 
 
For tray-lip height 
Maximum of 20% of consumer unit 
height 
Higher than 20% of consumer unit 
height 
Lower than 20% of consumer unit 
height 
 
Data on SRP visible to 
shopper 
Brand identity visible from the front 
Brand identity visible from another side 
Product and its variant identity visible 
from the front 
Product and its variant identity visible 
from another side 
Size identity visible from the front 
Size identity visible from another side 
Best before date visible from another 
side 
 
Shape of SRP in the front 
view after opening 
Brand identity visible from the front 
Brand identity visible from another side 
Product and its variant identity visible 
from the front 
Product and its variant identity visible 
from another side 
Size identity visible from the front 
Size identity visible from another side 
Best before date visible from another 
side 
Easy to dispose 
of 
Instruction for disposal Text and illustrator 
The position of instruction 
for disposal 
Top panel of the box 
Bottom panel of the box 
 
Material of SRP 
Corrugated box 
Card board box 
Plastic 
Corrugated box and plastic 
Card board box and plastic 
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Rectangle or tray shape with 
display 
Front and top side 
opening 
Top side opening Rectangle or tray shape 
 
Figure 4-1. Example of SRPs’ characteristics 
 
Figure 4-2. Comparing Japanese and Thai data 
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4.4 ANALYSIS AND RESULT 
All data from the category analysis present in Figure 4-2. In this figure, the samples 
collected from Japan and Thailand are comparatively demonstrated. X-axis denotes to the 
SRP category lists, while Y-axis on the figure refers to the number of samples (percentage 
- %).  
The equivalent values reflect general characteristics of practical SRP which have 
been found in the retail stores. “Position of product information”, “Considered weight” of 
SRP, “SRP stack ability”, “Data on consumer unit visible to the shopper” and “Instruction 
for dispose of” is the most significant features that have been found in the samples from 
the two countries. These “must have” features are indicated by the retail staff as an 
essential information to identify the products inside SRP, to manage and shelve SRP 
within retail store and also dispose of SRP accurately. For example, when creating SRP, 
the important features such as brand, variant, and barcode, must be shown at least on the 
two panels of SRP for identifying logistic and product information. On the other hand, an 
expiry date and its related information must not be put on the front panel of SRP, in the 
same vein, a disposal instruction must be shown on the bottom side. 
From the analysis there are three aspects “Easy to open”, “Easy to shop”, and 
“Easy to dispose of” are the factors that influence on different values of SRP samples 
collected from the two countries. The unequal value of SRP characteristics shown in 
Figure 4 have been further used to discriminate the SRP samples by the Quantification 
theory Type III (QT III) and Cluster analysis. In Table 4-2 the parameters of two axes 
from QT III analysis on Japanese samples are illustrated. And figure 4-3 shows the result 
from this QT III analysis and cluster analysis.  
 
Table 4-2 Parameters of analysis on Japanese samples 
Axis Eigen 
value 
Percentage of 
contribution 
Accumulation 
contribution 
Coefficient 
correlation 
1 0.29 15.1% 15.1% 0.539 
2 0.25 13% 28.1% 0.5 
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From the distribution of categories in these graphs, the meaning of 2 main axes was 
read as follows: Axis 1 represents X axis (-): Disclosed side panel, X Axis (+): Enclosed 
side panel. Axis 2 represents Y axis (-): Front panel tray-lip height equals to 20% of 
consumer unit height, Y axis (+): Front panel tray-lip height is higher than 20% of 
consumer unit height. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3. Category map of Japanese samples (Axis1-Axis2) 
The result derived from cluster analysis can be concluded that, there are two main 
clusters of SRP characteristics on the category map of Japanese samples. These samples 
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are dominated by a height level of front panel tray-lip. The first cluster is a set of SRP 
which has 20% of a tray- lip height of the front panel compared to the consumer unit 
height. The latter is a cluster of SRP which has a tray lip height of front panel is higher 
than 20 % of consumer unit height and some of them contain a display device. 
 
Table 4-3 Parameters of analysis on Thai samples 
 
Axis Eigen 
value 
Percentage of 
contribution 
Accumulation 
contribution 
Coefficient 
correlation 
1 0.357 18.4% 18.4% 0.597 
2 0.251 13% 31.4% 0.501 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Category map of Thai samples (Axis1-Axis2) 
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As same as Japanese category map, the results of an analysis on Thai SRP are 
presented in Table 4-3. In this table, it shows the parameters of two axes from QTIII 
analysis on Thai samples, and the result of the distribution of SRP characteristics is 
presented in Figure 4-4. In this graph, the meaning of two main axes was read as follows:     
Axis 1 represents X axis (-): Front panel for tray lip height <20% of consumer unit 
height, X axis (+): Front panel tray-lip height >20% of consumer unit height. Axis 2 
representsY axis (-): Disclosed side panel, Y axis (+): Enclosed side panel. 
Based on cluster analysis of SRP characteristics of Thai SRP the category map as 
shown in Figure 4-3 can be separated into two main clusters. The first one represents a 
group of SRP which has front panel tray-lip height is lower than 20 % of consumer unit 
height and some SRPs in this group are designed to have a display device. The second one 
is a group of SRP which has a tray lip height of front panel higher than 20 % of consumer 
unit.  
In Table 4-4, the comparison between the meaning given for the X and Y axis of 
category maps between Japanese samples and Thai samples. X and Y axes for Thailand 
and Japan are defined the same aspects, there are ‘‘Side panel attributes’’ and ‘‘Front 
panel tray-lip height’’ of the SRP, but the meannings given are different. For Japan, X (-) 
means “Disclosed side panel”, X (+) means “Enclosed side panel”, and Y (+) means 
‘‘Front panel tray-lip height equals to 20% of consumer unit height’’, and Y (-) means 
‘‘Front panel tray-lip height is higher than 20% of consumer unit height’’.  
For Thailand, X (-) means ‘‘Front panel tray-lip height is lower than 20% of 
consumer unit height’’, X (+) means ‘‘Front panel tray-lip height is higher than 20% of 
consumer unit height’’ and Y (+) means “Enclosed side panel”, and Y (-) means 
“Disclosed side panel”. 
Table 4-4 Summary of axes of Japan and Thailand 
 
Axis Japan Thailand 
X- 
X+ 
Disclosed side panel 
Enclosed side panel 
Front panel <20% lip height 
Front panel >20% lip height 
Y+ 
Y- 
Front panel 20% lip height 
Front panel >20% lip height 
Enclosed side panel 
Disclosed side panel 
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Continuously, Figure 4-5 and 4-6 show the Quantification Theory Type III analysis 
maps of SRP in Japanese samples and Thai samples. Due to the small size of graphs and 
the over number of samples [ Thai (103), Japan (108)], Some samples have been shown to 
represent the unique direction of the whole samples of a group, while the repetitive items 
which are in the same group have not been presented. 
 
 
Figure 4-5. Sample map of Japanese Samples (Axis1-Axis2) 
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Based on category map of Japanese samples, the rough set of SRP characteristics 
can be divided into two major groups; the first one is a group of SRP which has front panel 
tray-lip height equals to 20% of consumer unit height. There are four kinds of opening 
methods including; “Half of front side and half of top side opening” (JP_A, JP_B), “Half 
of box opening” (JP_C, JP_D), and “Front and top side opening” (JP_E). The second 
group is a set of SRP which has front panel tray-lip height >20% of consumer unit height. 
In this group, it consists of two kinds opening formats including “Top side and Half of and 
half of front side opening” (JP_F, JP_G and JP_H) and “Topside opening” (JP_I, JP_J). A 
display device could be found among these two kinds of opening methods. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6. Sample map of Thai samples (Axis1-Axis2) 
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According to analysis result on category map of Thai samples, the rough set of 
Thai SRP characteristics presented in Figure 4-6 can be divided into two main groups. The 
first group is a group of SRP which has front panel tray-lip height is lower than 20% of 
consumer unit height. There are two types of opening methods in this group such as “Top 
and front side opening” (TH_A) and “Top side and half of front side opening” (TH_B, 
TH_C, and TH_D). While, the second group is a set of SRP which is front panel lip-height 
equals to or higher than 20% of consumer unit height. In this group, there are three types 
of opening methods including, “Half of front side and half of top side opening” (TH_F), 
“Top side opening” (TH_E) and “Half of box opening” (TH_G, TH_H, TH_I and TH_J). 
In Table 4-5 and 4-6 the features of each group of SRP in Japanese samples and 
Thai samples are described and illustrated specifically on the physical shape of SRP which 
appeared after opening such as a shape SRP in ‘front and side panels include material 
which has been used in each group. In this explanation, “FP” stands for “Front Panel” and 
“SP” stands for ‘Side Panel”.  
In Table 4-5, it can be concluded that there are five types of SRP separated by the 
opening patterns including, (A) “Half of front and half of top side openning”, (B) “Half of 
box opening”, (C) “Front and top side opening”, (D) “Top side and half of front side 
opening” and (E) “Top side opening”. Each pattern could be created various forms of SRP. 
For example, “Top side and half of front side opening” in group (A) can be designed to 
have multi-function of opening. SRP model JP_A has been designed to be opened in a half 
of front and half of side panel that means there is a half part left covered on top panel of 
SRP. If this part is removed, there will be a bigger space disclosed on top panel of SRP 
and the opening pattern will be transformed to “Top side and half of front side opening”. 
In group (B), “Half of box opening”, there are two types of front panel shapes including U 
shape and Rectangle shape.  
In the same vein, Table 4-6 illustrates the sample of SRP in five categories of SRP 
divided by the opening patterns. There are “Front and top side opening” (A), “Top side 
and half of front side opening” (B), “Top side opening” (C), “Half of front and half of top 
side opening” (D) and “Half of box opening” (E). In these categories there are three types 
of opening can be modified to various forms of SRP. The first one is “Top side and half of 
front side opening” in group (B), “Top side opening” in group (C).and the seccond one is 
“Half of box opening” in group (E). 
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Table 4-5 Summary of SRP characteristics in Japan 
Opening 
method 
Group Feature Material 
(A) 
Half of front 
and half of 
top side 
openning 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – L sloped shape  
- Card board  
 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – L sloped shape  
(B) 
Half of box 
opening 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭ shape with the same height of FP  
- Card board  
- Corrugated  
 board 
 
 
 
FP – ▭shape with 50% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP –▭shape with 50% of consumer 
    unit height 
- Corrugated  
 board and  
 plastic 
- Card board  
and plastic 
(C) 
Front and top 
side opening 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭shape with 100% of consumer     
    unit height 
- Corrugated  
board 
(D) 
Top side and 
half of front 
side opening 
 
 
 
SRP with display 
FP – ▭shape with 50% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – L sloped shape 
- Corrugated  
board 
 
 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 50% of consumer       
    unit height 
SP – ▭shape with 100% of consumer  
    unit height 
 
 
 
SRP with display 
FP – ⊔ shape with 50% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭shape with 100% of consumer  
    unit height 
(E) 
Top side 
opening 
 
 
SRP with display 
FP – Rectangle with 100% of consumer  
    unit height 
SP – ▭shape with 100% of consumer  
    unit height 
- Corrugated  
board 
 
 
 
FP – Rectangle with 100% of consumer  
    unit height 
SP – ▭shape with 100% of consumer  
    unit height 
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Table 4-6 Summary of SRP characteristics in Thailand 
Opening 
method 
Group Feature Material 
(A) 
Front and top 
side opening 
 
 
FP – ▭ shape with <20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
- Corrugated  
 board 
 
(B) 
Top side and 
half of front 
side opening 
 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer  
    unit height 
SP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
- Card board  
 
 
 
SRP with display 
FP – ⊔shape with <20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
 
(C) 
Top side 
opening 
 
 
SRP with display 
FP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
- Card board  
  and plastic 
 
 
FP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – ▭ shape with 100% of consumer 
    unit height 
(D) 
Half of front 
and half of 
top side 
opening 
 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – L sloped shape 
- Card board  
- Corrugated  
board 
 
(E) 
Half of box 
opening 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
SP – L sloped shape 
- Corrugated  
 board 
- Card board  
 
 
FP – ▭ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height  
SP – L sloped shape 
 
- Card board  
 and plastic 
 
 
FP – ⊔ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height  
SP – ▭ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
- Card board  
- Corrugated  
 board 
- Plastic 
 
 
FP – ▭ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height  
SP – ▭ shape with 20% of consumer 
    unit height 
- Corrugated  
board 
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Various types of materials have been used to produce SRP. Both in Japanese and 
Thai samples, card board, corugated board and plastic are frequently used. Card board and 
corrugated board are considered to be the materials which are flexible to any kind of 
opening formats In contrast, plastic is suited for createing the SRP with “Half of box 
opening pattern”. It has also been associated with card board or corrugated board to create 
the SRP in the same opening format.  
 
4.4.1 Discussion of SRP characteristics in Japan and Thailand 
 
Figure 4-7 illustrates the summary of SRP characteristics in Japan and Thailand. 
The horizontal line represents the height level of side panel of SRP from “lower than 20% 
of consumer unit height” to “100% of consumer unit height”. On the other hand, the  
 
 
Figure 4-7. Summary of SRP characteristics in Japan and Thailand 
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vertical line signifies the height level of front panel tray-lip height in the range of “lower 
than 20% of consumer unit height” to “100% of consumer unit height”. From this figure, it 
can be said that the SRP charatereristics within two countries are similar. The most 
common features have been found in this chart is a set of SRP which the front panel 
tray-lip height equals to 20% of consumer unit height. It is flexible to be connected with 
side panels which has a height level equals to 20%-100% of consumer unit height. The 
opening patterns in this set are “Front and top side opening” and “Half box opening” in 
both straigh cross section and sloped cross section. With the front panel equals to 20% of 
consumer unit height, it allows the products inside SRP to comunicate product information 
to consumers by themselves with an acceptable function of product protection. Consumer 
units which can stay upright by themselves (bottles, boxes and jars) can be placed in SRP 
with side panel 20%-100% of consumer unit height while consumer units which cannot 
stay straight by themselves (envelopes, flat pouches and bags) belong to SRP with side 
panel higher than 20% of consumer unit height. 
The second most features is a set of SRP, which has a front panel tray-lip height, is 
higher than 20% but not exceeded 50% of consumer unit height. It can be joined with the 
side panels which have a high level at the same level or higher than that. The opening 
patterns in this set are “Front and top side opening” and “Half box opening” in both 
straight cross section and sloped cross section. Most of consumer unit shapes found in this 
SRP group are easily flatten, so that they belong to SRP with side panel higher than 20% 
of consumer unit height. Some consumer units which can stay straight by themselve also 
found in this group, they were made from fragile material such as glass bottle and jar that 
need SRP with side panel 100% of consumer unit height to protect it during display on 
shelf. 
The descent level is a set of SRP that front and side panels tray-lip height are 100% 
of consumer unit height. “Top side opening” is only one type of opening patterns in this 
set. This kind of SRP is used for containing consumer units and products that their shapes 
are easily broken or damaged such as buscuit and bread. For this reason, SRP with front 
and side panels 100% of consumer unit height are used with the aim of product protection. 
However, it is necessary to prepare graphic recognition of product on SRP to facilitate 
consumers' perceptions of products. 
The modest feature has been found in this chart is SRP which has a front panel 
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tray-lip height is lower than 20% of consumer unit height and the side panels height are 
100% of consumer unit height. “Top and front side opening” is only one type of opening 
patterns in this set. This SRP used for containing consumer packs which has stable 
structure to avoid product inside SRP falling down to the front during display on shelf 
because of too small piece of front panel of SRP. For this reason, this kind of SRP is not 
suitable for containing consumer unit which has a weak structure that can be easily flatten 
in replenishment process. 
 It can be concluded from the chart that the shape of front panel tray-lip height in 
any height level can be practical with both “Rectangle” and “U shape” as long as it is not 
lower than 20% of consumer unit height. The lids of SRP can be modified as a display or 
advertising device on condition that the joining points between side panels and back panel 
of those SRP are equals to 100% of consumer unit height.  
 
4.4.2 The variants of SRP Types in Japan and Thailand 
 
Table 4-7 shows the result from QT3 and Cluster analysis revealed that SRP 
characteristics of SRP samples in Japan and Thailand food retail outlets can be divided 
into five types of opening formats.   
 
    Table 4-7 Variants of SRP in Japan and Thailand 
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      Table 4-7 (Continue) 
 
 
Type A is “Half of front and half of top side opening” it has a special character that 
it has a half lid and when it can be transform to half of front and top side opening format 
when a half lid has been removed. SRP materials found in this opening type are made from 
Card board and corrugated board. 
Type B is, “Cross section opening”, which has 3 variants SRP. The first one is 
straight cross section with U shape in the front, second is straight cross with rectangle 
shape in the front, the third is sloped cross section with rectangle front shape. These three 
types usually made from card board, corrugated board and some of them use these both 
materials associated with plastics film. As shown in this table 4-7, SRP number one, 
number two, number three have been found in both Japan and Thailand while number four 
found in Thailand only. 
Other Types of SRP opening formats are Type C, D and E. Type C is “Top side 
opening” SRP material found in this opening type are made from Card board and 
corrugated board. Some of them used cardboard associated with plastic film. And Type D 
is, Top side and half of front side opening” SRP material found in this opening type are 
made from Card board and corrugated board. And Type E is “Front and Top side opening” 
and there are two variants of this opening format according to the front shapes, they are 
rectangle shape and U shape. SRP materials found in this opening type are made from card 
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board and corrugated board. SRP number five and number six in this table have been 
found in both Japan and Thailand while number seven found in Thailand only and number 
eight found in Japan only. It can be concluded that most of SRP in Japan have U shape in 
the front panel that because of the joint between side and front panel of the U shape can 
support better product protection ability of SRP. 
 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
To study on SRP characteristics allows us to establish the points to be considered when 
designing SRP. The frequency values of SRP characteristics available both in Japan and 
Thailand provide essential information in various features. The same values emphasizes on 
the fundamental features must be provided for SRP, such as “Position of product 
information”, “Considered weight” of SRP, “SRP stack ability”, “Data on consumer unit 
visible to the shopper” and “Instruction for dispose of”.    
On the other hand, the different values between them reflected the most important 
factors such as “opening function”, “shopping function” and “disposal function”, which 
have been used to distinguish the physical appearances of SRP samples by using the 
Quantification Theory Type III (QTIII) and Cluster analysis.  
The result from QTIII and Cluster analysis revealed that the SRP characteristics of 
the samples in Japan and Thailand food retail outlets are similar; there are five types of 
opening formats among them, including “Half of front and half of top side opening”, “Half 
of box opening”, “Front and top side opening”, Top side and half of front side opening” 
and “Top side opening”. Among these five opening format, there are 8 types of SRP 
differences in shapes of front panel and levels of tray lip height. 
As a result, it can be concluded that the SRP characteristiscs are indicated by 
opening patterns and the height level of SRP tray-lip. The options of opening patterns 
impact on the categories of each having different levels of presentation and protection for 
the contents. As long as a tray-lip height is low, as much as the content or consumer unit 
can be disclosed to consumers, but the protection protection ability will be decreased. On 
the contrary, As long as a tray-lip height is tall, as much as ability of product protection. 
However, the heigh level of SRP should be heigh enough and material of SRP must me 
strong enough to keep product safely when being on shelf and replenished. 
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In this study, card board box, corrugated box and plastic are pervasively used for 
SRP in these two countries. Materials which are flexible used with any kind of opening 
formats are card board and corrugated board. In contrast, plastic would be suggested touse 
with a “Half of box opening pattern” SRP. Moreover, it can be worked together with card 
board or corrugated board in the same opening format SRP.  
The findings from this study defined the patterns of the practical SRP design both 
in Japan and Thailand. The variety of SRP appeared in these two countries allows us to 
universalize and reconsider the SRP design conditions, specifications, awareness which 
could be taken forward to the SRP design in the current merchandising conditions. 
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Five  
  
SRP and Consumer Packs Configuration 
5.1 INTRODUCTION  
Most of foregoing studies on SRP confirmed that SRP and consumer packs
1
 configuration 
can be considered as one of the most difficult problems in every domain of merchandising 
processes. Many retailers have attempted to exterminate this kind of troubles by proposing 
the guidelines to their suppliers which include the suggestion of standard shelf sizing, 
good and bad SRP configuration. However, the guidelines cannot work effectively within 
the boundaries of different shelf dimensions, sales volumes variation and various 
requirements in in-store replenishment process. This discrepancy significantly makes a 
difficulty and complexity in packaging design and manufacturing processes [1].  
This chapter devotes to establish an understanding of the SRP and consumer packs 
configuration by analyzing the SRP types differences in the patterns of consumer packs 
arrangement in SRP. Quantification theory type II (QTII) has been adopted in order to 
clarify the difference between each type of SRP from the view point of the patterns of 
consumer packs arrangement in SRP. The present chapter begins with the procedure of the 
study which shown in section 5.2. It was further illustrated by the description and analysis 
of 6 key elements which influence the consumer packs arrangement in SRP in section 5.3. 
In section 5.4, an analysis of QTII was interpreted. Also, summary of SRP and consumer 
                                                          
1
 ‘Consumer Pack’ refers to a retail sale pack. “Definition of 'Consumer Pack” Business Dictionary, 
accessed October 4, 2012, http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer-pack.html 
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packs configurations was explained in this section. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5.5. 
5.2. PROCEDURE 
As mentioned earlier that this chapter devotes to establish an understanding of the SRP and 
consumer packs configuration by analyzing the SRP types differences in the patterns of 
consumer packs arrangement in SRP. To accomplish this aim, the 8 types of SRP (The 
results from chapter 4) have been clarified the differences in the patterns of consumer 
packs arrangement in SRP. Therefore, Quantification theory type II (QTII) has been 
adopted in order to clarify the difference between each type of SRP from the view point of 
the patterns of consumer packs arrangement in SRP.  
Over the last five years, suppliers attempt to provide their products with a 
packaging solution that meets the requirement across the retail trade. Many leading 
suppliers have already manufactured the products with SRP unit loads that reflect the rate 
of sale and maximize layout considerations [2]. On the other hand, the rate of sales can 
determine the size and shape of SRP [3]. These SRP offer an opportunity to learn the 
pattern of SRP unit loads. Consequently, 211 samples of SRP from retail stores in Japan 
and Thailand in chapter 4 have been used to investigate and define the key elements that 
influence on the consumer packs arrangement in SRP. The key elements were used as 
variable categories in QTII analysis, with the 8 types of SRP being the outside variables. 
After that, the result of QTII was developed to be a SRP design index. 
Before defining the key elements that influence the consumer unit arrangement in 
SRP, the box dimensions must be clarified to understand the technical term of the distance 
measuring (Figure 5-1). The dimensions of box are always read in this sequence: Length, 
Width and Depth. The length refers to the larger of the two dimensions of the open face 
(flap opening); the smaller dimension measurement denotes to the width. The distance 
measured perpendicular to the length and the width between the innermost surfaces of the 
box refer to the depth [4, 5]. 
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Source: La cap container 
 
Figure 5-1 Box dimension  
5.3 THE KEY DRIVERS OF CONSUMER PACKS ARRANGEMENT                  
   IN SRP  
Physical elements which affect packaging performance include weight and dimension (size 
and shape) of packaging. In addition, the use of appropriate packaging material can be 
achieved the best results of the structure shape and packaging design beautification [6]. 
Therefore, the physical elements will be considered as to determine and analyze the key 
elements that influence on the consumer packs arrangement in SRP samples. 
Consumer packs configuration can be explained by 6 key elements; consumer 
packs forms, net weight per item, total number of consumer packs per SRP, a number of 
consumer packs on the width, a number of items on the length, and a number of items 
layers on the depth. These key elements were used as criteria to investigate characteristics 
of consumer packs arrangement in 211 samples of SRP and make category list for QTII 
accordingly. The key elements analysis on 211 SRP samples is described as follows:  
5.3.1 Consumer pack forms 
Consumer pack forms in this study refer to the forms of primary package or 
consumer packs have been found in SRP. The term pack form in packaging design 
elements should really be defined in the perspective of packaging systems, in which 
materials and methods interrelate [7, 8]. The most common systems in package forms were 
found in 211 samples can be listed as follows: 
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1. Bottle or Jar 
Bottles or jars can be made from two main types of materials. Glass can be used to 
create superb rigid containers, and it can be molded to requirements, within the limitations 
of the process. Plastic are more versatile, and there is a huge range of materials and 
characteristics which can be tailored to suit the product.  
 
   
 
Figure 5-2 Bottles and jars 
2. Tube and Cylinder 
Tubes can be constructed from metals or plastics. Some of them consist of more 
than one material in construction. For example, a paper-based cylinder with either metal or 
plastics end caps such as a spirally wound tube that contains potato chips. 
 
Figure 5-3 Potato chips container 
 
 
3. Flat pouch  
The term pouch in this study refer to bag/pouch that cannot stay upright by itself. 
Bags or pouch made of paper, aluminum foil or plastics-based materials that are the 
choices for simply containing product such as dried snack or ingredient. 
  
 
Figure 5-4 Flat pouch 
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4. Stand up pouch  
For the term Stand up pouch in this study refer to bag/pouch that can stay upright 
by itself such as a pouch of microwavable food.  
 
Figure 5-5 Stand up bag 
5. Flow wrap  
The flow wraps is a flexible film that has been formed into a tube and heat-sealed. 
It is used a number of various types of machinery in production process which is very 
cost-effective, and suitable for a wide variety of products. This style of pack can be 
represented by the chocolate or biscuit product.  
    
 
Figure 5-6 Flow wrap 
 
6. Folding carton  
Carton erectors/fillers are normally designed to accept a range of carton sizes, but 
few variations of style. Due to the cost and ability of modular system, most of cartons still 
have a regular cuboid structure that are often expected to work relatively in high-speed 
machinery.  
 
Figure 5-7 Folding carton package 
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7. Thermoform fill/Seal 
The thermoform/fill/seal is a simple concept of packaging technique. A base web of 
thermoplastics material is molded using heat and pressure. The results of packaging shapes 
are various depending on the material choice and pack configuration, while the production 
process is exactly the same. A pack for chocolates which incorporates a paper base 
material and plastic lidding gives one format, while a solid deep-drawn base for instant 
ramen containers give another .  
 
    
 
Figure 5-8 Thermoform fill/Seal package 
 
Table 5-1 Consumer pack forms 
 
Consumer pack forms Frequency Percent 
Flat pouch 52 24.64 
Flow wrap 51 24.18 
Bottle and Jar 28 13.27 
Thermoform/Seal 26 12.32 
Folding carton 24 11.37 
Stand up pouch 16 7.58 
Tube and Cylinder 14 6.64 
Total 211 100.00 
 
Fat pouch and flow wrap are popular in consumer pack forms (24.64% and 24.18%, 
respectively) while tube and cylinder, and stand up pouch are less in using (6.64% and 
7.58%, respectively). Bottle and jar, thermoform/seal, and folding card board are used in 
the similar proportion (13.27%, 12.32%, and 11.37%, respectively).  
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5.3.2 Weight of consumer pack per item  
Packaging weight can be divided into three types: ‘Tare weight’, ‘Gross weight’ 
and ‘Net weight’ [9].  
- Tare weight is the weight of the container in which a shipment travels. Tare 
weight equals gross weight minus net weight. 
- Gross weight refers to the weight of a shipping container. The gross weight equals 
the net weight plus the tare weight. 
- Net Weight refers to the net weight of the goods inside containers or consumer 
packs. In shipping, the net weight of a shipment equals the gross weight minus the 
tare weight. 
Following this perspective, tare weight and net weight affect the gross weight. So that, the 
type of package has been chosen for consumer packs will affect the gross weight as well.  
Among consumer packs show in 211 SRP samples, there are weight per item 
between 4 grams to 2 kilograms; therefore, this study divides weight per item into 5 
groups, which are weight less than 50 grams, weight between 50-199 grams, weight 
between 200-349 grams, weight between 350-499 grams, and weight 500 grams or upper 
(Table 5-2).  
Table 5-2 Weight per item 
 
Group of weight Frequency Percent 
50-199 grams 82 38.89 
< 50 grams 70 33.17 
200-349 grams 23 10.9 
 grams 22 10.4 
350-499 grams 14 6.64 
Total 211 100.00 
 
Weight of each items are separated to 5 groups, most of consumer packs have 
weight between 50-199 grams per item (38.89%), and the least of consumer packs have 
weight between 350-499 grams per item (6.64%). The others have weight less than 50 
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grams per item (33.17%), weight between 200-349 grams (10.90%), and weight 500 grams 
or upper (10.40%). 
 
5.3.3 Total number of consumer packs per SRP  
As shown in Table 5-3, it was found in 211 samples that twelve items of consumer 
packs per SRP is the most popular (33.17%), secondly is ten items per SRP (19.43%), 
follow by six items per SRP (18.50%), and twenty-four items per SRP (12.80%). The 
seven items per SRP, fifteen items per SRP, twenty-five items per SRP, thirty items per 
SRP, and forty-eight items per SRP are rarely seen (0.47%). As well as the following units 
per SRP that hardly be found, five and fourteen items per SRP (0.95%), twenty and thirty 
six items per SRP (1.42%), eighteen items per SRP (1.90%), eight items per SRP (2.84%), 
and nine items per SRP (4.27%).  
 
Table 5-3 Total numbers of consumer packs per SRP 
 
Numbers of consumer packs per SRP Frequency Percent 
12 70 33.17 
10 41 19.43 
6 39 18.5 
24 27 12.8 
9 9 4.27 
8 6 2.84 
18 4 1.9 
20 3 1.42 
36 3 1.42 
5 2 0.95 
14 2 0.95 
7 1 0.47 
15 1 0.47 
25 1 0.47 
30 1 0.47 
48 1 0.47 
Total 211 100.00 
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Various groups of numbers were found in total number of consumer packs per SRP. 
In this case these groups of numbers were divided into 3 main categories for QTII analysis. 
There are 6-9 items per SRP (Numbers on white background), 10-12 items per SRP 
(Numbers on blue background) and 12 items per SRP (Numbers on orange background) 
(See Table5-3).  
 
5.3.4 Numbers of consumer packs on width 
From Table 5-4, most of SRP display one item on width side (56.87%), two items 
display is 20.85%, three items display is 13.75%, four items display is 8.06%, and the least 
is five items display 0.47% .  
 
Table 5-4 Numbers of consumer packs on the width 
 
Numbers of consumer packs Frequency Percent 
1 120 56.87 
2 44 20.85 
3 29 13.75 
4 17 8.06 
5 1 0.47 
Total 211 100.00 
 
Numbers of consumer pack on width can be divided into 2 main categories for 
QTII analysis. There are one item on width, so called ‘single unit’ (Numbers on blue 
background) and >1 item on width, named ‘multiple units’ (Numbers on white 
background). 
 
 
5.3.5 Number of consumer packs on length 
 
As shown in Table 5-5, most of SRP display six items on length side (33.17%), 
twelve items display is 14.22%, three items display is 12.32%, five items display is 10.9%, 
ten items display is 9.95%, four items display is 9.48%, and two items display is 6.64%. 
The left, which are one item display, seven items display, and eight items display, are 
0.95%, and twenty-four items display is 0.47%. 
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Table 5-5 Numbers of consumer packs on the length 
Numbers of consumer packs Frequency Percent 
1.00 2 0.95 
2.00 14 6.64 
3.00 26 12.32 
4.00 20 9.48 
5.00 23 10.90 
6.00 70 33.17 
7.00 2 0.95 
8.00 2 0.95 
10.00 21 9.95 
12.00 30 14.22 
24.00 1 0.47 
Total 211 100.00 
 
Numbers of consumer pack on length can be divided into two main categories for 
QTII analysis. There are 1-6 items on length (Numbers on blue background) and >6 items 
on length (Numbers on white background). 
 
5.3.6 Number of consumer packs on depth 
 
For the depth of SRP, a number of layers that consumer packs have been displayed 
in SRP was considered to be a distance measuring. Most of SRP have one depth side 
(80.10%), the least (0.47%) are eight layers sides, and twelve layers. The others have four 
layers (7.58%), three layers (4.74%), two layers and six layers (2.37%), and five layers is 
1.90% (Table 5-6).  
Numbers of consumer pack on depth can be divided into two main categories for 
QTII analysis. There are single unit (Numbers on blue background) and multiple units 
(Numbers on white background) on depth. 
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Table 5-6 Numbers of consumer packs on depth 
 
Numbers of Items Frequency Percent 
1.00 169 80.10 
2.00 5 2.37 
3.00 10 4.74 
4.00 16 7.58 
5.00 4 1.90 
6.00 5 2.37 
8.00 1 0.47 
12.00 1 0.47 
Total 211 100.00 
 
Figure 5-9 shows the examples of consumer packs arrangement in SRP and its 
dimension to understand the technical term of the distance measuring in this study. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-9 SRP and Consumer packs configurations 
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Consumer packs arrangement in SRP is associated with many combined influence 
factors. There are consumer pack forms, weight of consumer pack, total number of 
consumer packs per SRP, number of consumer packs on width, number of consumer packs 
on length and number of consumer packs on depth. These are the factors considered in this 
study. How these factors affect the differences of each type of SRP will be analyzed by 
using Quantification theory type II. With eight types of SRP that are the external criteria. 
 
5.4 ANALYSIS USING QUANIFICATION THEORY TYPE II 
 
5.4.1 Hayashi’s quantification theory type II  
Hayashi’s quantification theory II is well known in Japan and widely used in various fields. 
It is a method of multivariate discrimination analysis to manipulate attribute data as 
predictor variables [10]. In this study, the external variable is the variant of eight types’ 
SRP, the results derived from Chapter 4 (See Table 5-7). The predictor variables, that is, 
the items of six key drivers of consumer packs arrangement in SRP which are the influence 
factors on SRP types (See Table 5-8) 
   Table 5-7 The variants of eight types of SRP 
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  Table 5-7 The variants of eight types of SRP (continued) 
 
 
 
211 samples of SRP were enumerated according to 21 categories of six items (Key 
factors on consumer packs arrangement in SRP as shown in Table 5-8.  
 
    Table 5-8 Items and categories for Quantification Theory type II 
Item Category 
Number of 
samples 
(1) Type of consumer 
packs 
 (1) Flat pouches 52 
 (2) Flow wraps 51 
 (3) Bottles and Jars 28 
 (4) Thermoform/Seal 26 
 (5) Folding carton 24 
 (6) Stand up pouches 16 
 (7) Tubes and Cylinders 14 
(2)Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
 (8) <50 g 86 
 (9) 50-199g 71 
 (10) 200-349 19 
 (11) 350-499 13 
 (12) 500g & upper 22 
(3) Total number of 
consumer packs per SRP 
 (13) 6 -9 items 57 
 (14) 10-12 items 111 
 (15) >12 items 43 
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   Table 5-8 Items and categories for Quantification Theory type II (continued) 
 
Item Category 
Number of 
samples 
(4) Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
 (16) Single unit 120 
 (17) Multiple unit 91 
(5) Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
(18) 1-6 items 136 
(19) >6 items 75 
(6) Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
(20) Single layer 166 
(21) Multiple layers 45 
 
Based on consumer packs arrangement in SRP, this study attempted to clarify the 
differences between eight types of SRP, QTII analysis was used as a tool of this 
examination; eight types of SRP were identified as the outside variables. Following this, 
QTII input data were analysed eight times by comparing of SRP one type with other seven 
types. For example, to compare SRP Type One with other seven types (Type Two, Type 
Three, Type Four, Type Five, Type Six, Type Seven and Type Eight), SRP Type One was 
represented as Group 1, while other seven types were represent as Group 2. 
  
 
5.4.2 Results using Quantification Theory Type II (QTII) 
The results of QTII analysis were explained in Table 5-9 to Table 5-16. The negative value 
of the category score represents the extent of corresponding category to Group 1, and the 
positive value represents that to Group 2. The extent of the corresponding category of each 
item to the discrimination was expressed by a score range. The largest score range was 
considered to be the most considered aspect. The category scores, which belong to the 
largest and the smallest score range, were used to discuss and indicate a recommendation 
of SRP design. The smallest value of category score represents the corresponding category 
and also considered as ‘Strongly recommended aspect’ to Group 1. On the other hand, the 
largest value represents the corresponding category which considered as ‘Not 
recommended aspects’ to Group 1. 
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Table 5-9 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type One and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
Flat pouches 10 42 52 -0.285 0.717 
Flow wraps 4 47 51 0.376 
 
Bottles and Jars 1 27 28 -0.017 
 
Thermoform/Seal 1 25 26 0.201 
 
Folding carton 3 21 24 -0.088 
 
Stand up pouches 3 13 16 -0.341 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 0 14 14 -0.111 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 11 75 86 -0.323 0.877 
50-199g 8 63 71 0.238 
 
200-349 2 17 19 -0.231 
 
350-499 0 13 13 0.554 
 
500g & upper 1 21 22 0.368 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 11 46 57 -0.681 1.199 
10-12 items 11 100 111 0.150 
 
>12 items 0 43 43 0.517 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 19 101 120 -0.550 1.276 
Multiple units 3 88 91 0.726 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 12 124 136 -0.066 0.184 
>6 items 10 65 75 0.119 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 21 145 166 -0.211 0.991 
multiple layers 1 44 45 0.780 
 
External variable of SRP Type One and Other Types 
         (Number of cases) 
Category 
score 
  Correlation ratio (η) 
Group 1.  SRP Type One (22) -0.981 
 
Eigenvalue:η^2 
0.112 
Group 2.  Other types of SRP (189) 0.114             η 0.335 
Table 5-9 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type One and the other 
Types (Type Two, Type Three, Type Four, Type Five, Type Six, Type Seven and Type 
Eight).The three largest score ranges were underlined and considered to be “the most 
considered aspect”. The item which has the largest score range is “Total number of 
consumer packs per SRP”, the second largest and the third largest score ranges are 
“Numbers of consumer packs on Width”, and “Number of consumer packs on Depth” 
respectively. These three items are the most considered aspects to design SRP Type One. It 
can be explained that SRP Type One is strongly recommended to contain a group of 
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consumer packs 6-9 items but it is not recommended to contain a group of consumer packs 
more than 12 items. It is strongly recommended to use single unit of consumer pack on 
Width, and single layer of consumer pack on Depth. 
 
 
Table 5-10 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Two and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
Two 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 5 47 52 0.447 1.351 
Flow wraps 8 43 51 -0.853 
 
Bottles and Jars 0 28 28 0.390 
 
Thermoform/Seal 1 25 26 -0.105 
 
Folding carton 3 21 24 0.177 
 
Stand up pouches 3 13 16 0.051 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 0 14 14 0.498 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 8 78 86 0.103 1.418 
50-199g 12 59 71 -0.614 
 
200-349 0 19 19 0.536 
 
350-499 0 13 13 0.533 
 
500g & upper 0 22 22 0.803 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 14 43 57 -0.931 1.305 
10-12 items 6 105 111 0.374 
 
>12 items 0 43 43 0.270 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 15 105 120 -0.128 0.297 
Multiple units 5 86 91 0.169 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 14 122 136 -0.011 0.031 
>6 items 6 69 75 0.020 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 20 146 166 -0.291 1.367 
multiple layers 0 45 45 1.075 
 
External variable of SRP Type Two and Other Types 
     (Number of cases) 
Category 
score 
  Correlation ratio (η) 
Group 1.  SRP Type Two (20) -1.415 
 
Eigenvalue:η^2 
0.210 
Other Type of SRP (191) 0.148             η 0.458 
 
Table 5-10 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Two and the 
other Types (Type One, Type Three, Type Four, Type Five, Type Six, Type Seven and 
Type Eight).The three largest score ranges of items were underlined. The three item which 
obtained largest score ranges are “Weight of consumer packs per item”, “Type of 
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consumer pack”, and “Number of consumer packs on Depth” respectively. These three 
items are the most considered aspects to design SRP Type Two. SRP Type Two is strongly 
recommended to contain 50-199 grams of consumer packs per item, and should be no 
more than 500 grams per item. It is strongly recommended to contain Flow wraps; it 
should not contain Tubes and Cylinders, and Flat pouches. It is strongly recommended to 
put single layer of consumer pack on Depth. 
 
 
Table 5-11 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Three and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 2 50 52 0.323 1.671 
Flow wraps 2 49 51 0.379 
 
Bottles and Jars 23 5 28 -0.912 
 
Thermoform/Seal 3 23 26 0.432 
 
Folding carton 8 16 24 -0.116 
 
Stand up pouches 5 11 16 -0.104 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 13 1 14 -1.239 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 4 82 86 0.206 0.767 
50-199g 15 56 71 0.007 
 
200-349 8 11 19 0.014 
 
350-499 12 1 13 -0.562 
 
500g & upper 17 5 22 -0.506 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 16 41 57 0.099 0.242 
10-12 items 23 88 111 0.004 
 
>12 items 17 26 43 -0.143 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 4 116 120 0.290 0.673 
Multiple units 52 39 91 -0.382 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 47 89 136 0.000 0.000 
>6 items 9 66 75 0.000 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 54 112 166 -0.013 0.059 
multiple layers 2 43 45 0.046 
 
External variable of SRP Type Three and Other Types 
         (Number of cases) 
Category 
score  
Correlation ratio (η) 
Group 1. SRP type Three (56) -1.253 Eigenvalue:η^2 0.568 
Group 2. Other types of SRP (155) 0.453 η 0.753 
 
Table 5-11 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Three and the 
other Types (Type One, Type Two, Type Four, Type Five, Type Six, Type Seven and 
Type Eight).The largest score range of item can be described as “Type of consumer packs”, 
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which is the most considered aspects to design SRP Type Three. It is strongly 
recommended to contain Bottles, Jars, Tubes and Cylinders; it should not contain 
Thermoform/Seal, Flow wraps and Flat pouches. 
 
 
Table 5-12 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Four and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 26 26 52 -0.571 1.221 
Flow wraps 4 47 51 0.651 
 
Bottles and Jars 0 28 28 0.314 
 
Thermoform/Seal 6 20 26 -0.345 
 
Folding carton 4 20 24 -0.301 
 
Stand up pouches 4 12 16 -0.293 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 0 14 14 0.612 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 27 59 86 -0.735 1.630 
50-199g 15 56 71 0.403 
 
200-349 2 17 19 0.403 
 
350-499 0 13 13 0.560 
 
500g & upper 0 22 22 0.895 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 7 50 57 0.360 0.566 
10-12 items 36 75 111 -0.206 
 
>12 items 1 42 43 0.056 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 32 88 120 0.014 0.032 
Multiple units 12 79 91 -0.018 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 17 119 136 0.137 0.386 
>6 items 27 48 75 -0.249 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 43 123 166 -0.259 1.212 
multiple layers 1 44 45 0.954 
 
External variable of SRP Type Four and Other Types 
(Number of cases) 
Category 
score  
Correlation ratio 
(η) 
Group 1. SRP type Four (44) -1.110 Eigenvalue:η^2 0.325 
Group 2. Other types of SRP (167) 0.293 η 0.570 
 
Table 5-12 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Four and the 
other Types (Type One, Type Two, Type Three, Type Five, Type Six, Type Seven and 
Type Eight).The three largest score ranges of items were underlined. The three item which 
obtained largest score ranges are “Weight of consumer packs per item”, “Type of 
consumer pack”, and “Number of consumer packs on Depth” respectively. These three 
items are the most considered aspects to design SRP Type Four. SRP Type Two is 
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strongly recommended to contain a consumer packs which is less than 50 grams per item, 
and should be no more than 500 grams per item. It is strongly recommended to contain 
Flat pouches; it should not contain Flow wraps, Tubes and Cylinders. It is strongly 
recommended to put single layer of consumer pack on Depth. 
 
 
Table 5-13 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Five and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 2 50 52 0.164 0.554 
Flow wraps 18 33 51 -0.299 
 
Bottles and Jars 0 28 28 -0.041 
 
Thermoform/Seal 6 20 26 0.056 
 
Folding carton 1 23 24 0.247 
 
Stand up pouches 0 16 16 0.255 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 0 14 14 -0.256 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 22 64 86 -0.103 0.435 
50-199g 4 67 71 0.178 
 
200-349 1 18 19 0.042 
 
350-499 0 13 13 -0.258 
 
500g & upper 0 22 22 -0.056 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 2 55 57 0.159 0.885 
10-12 items 17 94 111 -0.306 
 
>12 items 8 35 43 0.579 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 24 96 120 -0.241 0.559 
Multiple units 3 88 91 0.318 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 20 116 136 -0.172 0.483 
>6 items 7 68 75 0.312 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 5 161 166 0.417 1.955 
multiple layers 22 23 45 -1.538 
 
External variable of SRP Type Five and Other Types 
(Number of cases) 
Category 
score  
Correlation ratio 
(η) 
Group 1.  SRP type Five (27) -1.632 Eigenvalue:η^2 0.391 
Group 2. Other types of SRP (184) 0.239 η 0.625 
Table 5-13 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Five and the 
other Types (Type One, Type Two, Type Three, Type Four, Type Six, Type Seven and 
Type Eight). The largest score range of item can be described as “Numbers of consumer 
packs on Length”, which is the most considered aspects to design SRP Type Five. It is 
strongly recommended to put multiple layers of consumer packs on Depth.  
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Table 5-14 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Six and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 2 50 52 0.384 1.462 
Flow wraps 14 37 51 -0.752 
 
Bottles and Jars 2 26 28 0.322 
 
Thermoform/Seal 8 18 26 -0.664 
 
Folding carton 2 22 24 0.421 
 
Stand up pouches 0 16 16 0.411 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 1 13 14 0.710 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 11 75 86 0.550 1.022 
50-199g 12 59 71 -0.439 
 
200-349 4 15 19 -0.472 
 
350-499 1 12 13 -0.154 
 
500g & upper 1 21 22 -0.235 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 5 52 57 -0.021 1.154 
10-12 items 9 102 111 0.330 
 
>12 items 15 28 43 -0.824 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 21 99 120 -0.035 0.081 
Multiple units 8 83 91 0.046 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 17 119 136 0.209 0.587 
>6 items 12 63 75 -0.378 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 11 155 166 0.226 1.061 
multiple layers 18 27 45 -0.835 
 
External variable of SRP Type Six and Other Types 
(Number of cases) 
Category 
score  
Correlation ratio (η) 
Group 1. SRP type Six (29) -1.302 Eigenvalue:η^2 0.270 
Group 2. Other types of SRP (182) 0.207 η 0.520 
 
Table 5-14 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Six and the other 
Types (Type One, Type Two, Type Three, Type Four, Type Five, Type Seven and Type 
Eight). The largest score range of item can be described as “Type of consumer pack”, 
which is the most considered aspects to design SRP Type Six. It is strongly recommended 
to contain Flow wraps and Thermoform/Seal but it should not contain Tubes and 
Cylinders.  
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Table 5-15 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Seven and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 3 49 52 -0.996 3.283 
Flow wraps 1 50 51 -0.749 
 
Bottles and Jars 1 27 28 2.287 
 
Thermoform/Seal 1 25 26 -0.058 
 
Folding carton 2 22 24 -0.007 
 
Stand up pouches 1 15 16 0.043 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 0 14 14 1.929 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 1 85 86 1.055 3.311 
50-199g 4 67 71 -0.029 
 
200-349 2 17 19 -1.745 
 
350-499 0 13 13 -0.450 
 
500g & upper 2 20 22 -2.256 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 2 55 57 0.717 0.983 
10-12 items 6 105 111 -0.266 
 
>12 items 1 42 43 -0.264 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 4 116 120 0.021 0.048 
Multiple units 5 86 91 -0.027 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 7 129 136 -0.467 1.315 
>6 items 2 73 75 0.847 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 9 157 166 -0.235 1.104 
multiple layers 0 45 45 0.869 
 
External variable of SRP Type Seven and Other Types 
(Number of cases) 
Category 
score  
Correlation ratio 
(η) 
 Group 1. SRP type Seven (9) -1.413  Eigenvalue:η^2 0.089 
 Group 2. Other types of SRP (202) 0.063             η 0.298 
Table 5-15 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Seven and the 
other Types (Type One, Type Two, Type Three, Type Four, Type Five, Type Six and Type 
Eight).The two items which obtained largest score ranges are “Weight of consumer packs 
per item” and “Type of consumer pack” respectively. These two items are the most 
considered aspects to design SRP Type Six. It is strongly recommended to contain 
consumer packs, which the weight per item is 500 grams or upper but it is not 
recommended for the weight less than 50 grams per item. It is also strongly recommended 
to contain Flat pouches; it should not contain Bottles and Jars. 
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Table 5-16 Results of QTII analysis obtained for SRP Type Eight and Other Types 
 
Item Category 
Numbers of samples 
Categor
y score 
Score 
range 
SRP 
Type 
One 
Other 
Types 
  
Total 
Type of consumer 
packs 
 
Flat pouches 2 50 52 -1.363 2.519 
Flow wraps 0 51 51 1.155 
 
Bottles and Jars 1 27 28 -0.193 
 
Thermoform/Seal 0 26 26 1.119 
 
Folding carton 1 23 24 -0.915 
 
Stand up pouches 0 16 16 0.025 
 
Tubes and Cylinders 0 14 14 0.702 
 
Weight of consumer 
packs per item 
 
<50 g 2 84 86 -0.542 1.589 
50-199g 1 70 71 0.160 
 
200-349 0 19 19 0.966 
 
350-499 0 13 13 1.046 
 
500g & upper 1 21 22 0.150 
 
Total number of 
consumer packs      
per SRP 
6 -9 items 0 57 57 0.156 0.493 
10-12 items 3 108 111 0.051 
 
>12 items 1 42 43 -0.338 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Width 
Single unit 1 119 120 0.812 1.882 
Multiple units 3 88 91 -1.070 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Length 
1-6 items 2 134 136 0.089 0.249 
>6 items 2 73 75 -0.161 
 
Number of consumer 
packs on Depth 
Single layer 3 163 166 0.318 1.489 
multiple layers 1 44 45 -1.171 
 
External variable of SRP Type Eight and Other Types 
(Number of cases) 
Category 
score  
Correlation ratio 
(η) 
Group 1. SRP type Eight (4) -1.889 Eigenvalue:η^2 0.069 
Group 2. Other types of SRP (207) 0.037 η 0.263 
Table 5-16 shows the results of QTII analysis between SRP Type Two and the 
other Types (Type One, Type Two, Type Three, Type Four, Type Five, Type Six and Type 
Seven). The largest score range of item can be described as “Type of consumer pack”, 
which is the most considered aspects to design SRP Type Eight. It is strongly 
recommended to contain Flow wraps and Thermoform/Seal but it should not contain 
Tubes and Cylinder. 
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Table 5-17 A comparison of different types of SRP 
 
Item Category 
SRP
1 
SRP
2 
SRP
3 
SRP
4 
SRP
5 
SRP
6 
SRP
7 
SRP
8 
Type of 
consumer packs 
 
Flat pouches         
Flow wraps         
Bottles and Jars         
Thermoform/Seal         
Folding carton         
Stand up pouches         
Tubes and 
Cylinders 
        
Weight of 
consumer packs 
per item 
<50 g         
50-199g         
200-349 
        
350-499 
        
500g & upper         
Total number of 
consumer packs 
/SRP 
6 -9 items         
10-12 items         
>12 items         
Number of 
consumer packs 
on Width 
Single unit         
Multiple units         
Number of 
consumer packs 
on Length 
1-6 items         
> 6 items         
 Number of 
consumer packs 
on Depth 
Single layer         
multiple layers         
 
 = Not recommended aspect 
 = Strongly recommended aspect 
 = Acceptable aspect 
Table 5-17 shows the summary aspects of each type of SRP. From the table, it is 
the most important aspects are “Type of consumer packs”, “Weight of consumer packs per 
item”, “Number of consumer packs on Depth”, “Number of consumer packs on Width” 
and “Total number of consumer packs per SRP” respectively. While, it seems that 
“Number of consumer packs on Length” has no influence on SRP selection. SRP Type 
One (Half of front and half of top side opening format) and SRP Type Five (Top side 
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opening format) can be applied to all types of consumer packs with all ranges of consumer 
packs’ weight per item.  
 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study reveals that six factors influence on consumer packs arrangement in SRP; 
there are Type of consumer packs, Weight of consumer packs per item, Total number of 
consumer packs per SRP, Number of consumer packs on Width, Number of consumer 
packs on Length and Number of consumer packs on Depth. 
There are various forms of consumer packs found in SRP samples. Almost fifty per 
cent of consumer packs occupied by flat pouch and flow wrap, followed by bottle and jar, 
thermoform seal, and folding carton with thirty-six per cent for the use of SRP. While 
cylinder, and stand up pouch are less in using at fifteen percent of total. The range of 
weight per item varies from 5 grams to 2 kilograms; therefore, consumer pack weight per 
item was divided into five groups. There are weight less than 50 grams, weight between 
50-199 grams, weight between 200-349 grams, weight between 350-499 grams, and 
weight 500 grams or upper. However, the gross weight of SRP should not exceed 15 
kilograms due to ergonomics condition. The “twelve items per SRP” and the “ten items 
per SRP” are the most popular arrangement that can flexibly merchandised–long or short 
and height formats.  
The most important aspects to be considered when designing SRP are “Type of 
consumer packs”, “Weight of consumer packs per item”, “Number of consumer packs on 
Depth”, “Number of consumer packs on Width” and “Total number of consumer packs per 
SRP” respectively. While, it seems that “Number of consumer packs on Length” has no 
influence on SRP selection.   
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Six 
  
Exploratory study on SRP design solutions 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION  
Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) has been introduced extensively, since it enables the 
retailers to achieve significant cost savings by reducing labor costs, and out-of-stock 
situations [1]. For this reason, many retail outlets have their policy to demand more SRP 
with the aim of reducing the operation costs and expenses of labors [2]. It can be said that 
the current demand of SRP offers a big challenge and opportunity for many local 
businesses to improve their products to meet retailers’ requirements.  
Even though, the demand of SRP is increasing, but very little research have been done so 
far concerning SRP design. Most of forgoing literatures were accomplished and used 
within the collaboration engagements between major or international trade companies. For 
example “Shelf Ready Packaging (Retail Ready Packaging) Addressing the challenge: a 
comprehensive guide for collaborative approach” created by ECR Europe and “Retail 
Ready Packaging Guidelines for North America” published by the Institute of Grocery 
Distribution and Walmart [3]. With this restricted knowledge it is easy to find many design 
failures on SRP in every retail markets.  
The present chapter begins in Section 6.2 by methodology to accomplish an 
exploratory study on SRP design solutions. This is then followed in Section 6.3 by 
samples selection and discussion.  An analysis result of SRP design solutions in respond 
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to existing problems are discussed in Section 6.4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
Section 6.5.  
6.2 METHODOLOGY 
This chapter aims to investigate the current problems of SRP and explore suitable SRP 
design solutions that could help to reduce the problems in SRP design. Consequently, the 
SRP project was conducted to examine the problems of existing SRP in food retail stores. 
The five easy functional requirements of SRP were used as a parameter to examine the 
SRP problems including Easy to identify, Easy to open, Easy to shelve, Easy to shop and 
Easy to dispose of [4, 5, 6 ]. After that, the current problems of SRP were sorted out and 
suggested possible design solutions that could help us to improve the SRP design.  
SRP design project was held from October 17, 2012 to December 12, 2012. There 
were nine participants, the exchange students from six different countries engaging in this 
project. The project aimed to investigate the problems of currently used SRP and to 
suggest possible design solutions for SRP at the end of this project. .  
In order to understand the problems of SRP, an Idea Sheet was created as a means 
to examine the problems of existing SRP in retail stores and to explore the possible SRP 
design solutions (Figure 6-1). This technique was adapted from the method of card sorting. 
As a creative tool, it can help designers to develop a design framework that maximizes the 
chances of users can be able to find the needed information [7].   
All participants were asked to complete the four main tasks on the Idea Sheet as a 
part of brainstorming: there are a photo collection of SRP samples, SRP problems 
examination, proposed ideas that can solve the problems and explanation of advantages of 
the proposed ideas. After that, the problems on the Idea Sheets were classified into five 
categories in response to SRP five functional requirements. The findings were used to 
suggest possible design solutions that could be taken forward to current merchandising 
conditions.   
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Figure 6-1. SRP Idea Sheet 
6.3 SAMPLES SELECTION AND DISCUSSION 
Food industry is the largest single end-use market accounting for 35% of the global 
packaging industry. Since packaging can take many forms, the consumption is unequal 
between different regions in the world and the per capita consumption is considerably 
higher in industrialized countries than in developing ones [8].  
According to the research carried out by Smithers Pira, three-quarters of SRP 
demand originates in the food sector and the key driver of demand growth for SRP will be 
depended on the development of supermarkets [9]. Following this, an investigation and 
discussion on SRP problems of food products in supermarkets would be a good example 
for this study to understand the current problems of SRP. The investigation of SRP 
samples were collected from three major supermarkets in an urban area of Chiba prefecture, 
Japan. The variety of samples is a crucial factor for this study; therefore, seventy samples 
of SRP were collected to classify the problems.  
6.3.1 Current problems of SRP  
Basically, SRP is believed to function well as long as it keeps performing on the five 
main principles [10]. In fact, none of them can be performed practically when using in 
every environment, for example the SRP with a cover that can be adapted as a display 
function will be performed well when it is put on the top of shelf or at a cash point, 
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whereas this function will be useless when the box is put on other layers of shelf. In 
addition, consumer packs will be obscured by the edge of the box when it is put on the 
shelf at the eye level layer or higher (Figure 6-2). 
 
Figure 6-2. SRP with a cover can be adapted as a display 
 
Based on an observation of SRP problems in retail stores and SRP investigation 
from the idea sheets, the problems of existing SRP can be divided into two main categories. 
There are Improvised SRP and Impractical SRP (See Figure 6-3, 6-4). An Improvised SRP 
can be described as a normal secondary package that has been modified by retail staffs in 
order to solve their problems in replenishment, while SRP that cannot perform well in five 
easy functions is considered to be an Impractical SRP. After classification, the idea sheets 
were used to examine specific problems of SRP. It has been found that the most specific 
problems of SRP involved shelving process and opening process with 38% and 33% 
respectively, while 29% consists of disposal, shopping and product identification 
problems. 
 
 
Figure 6-3. Samples of improvised SRP 
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Figure 6-3 shows samples of Improvised SRP most of them were originally 
produced as transportation packages and made by corrugated boards. To put it more 
functional in replenishment, retail staff improvised their own solutions by cutting off the 
front panel of the box to make a window on the box for enabling product identification. 
Noticeably, it is time consuming for staffs in making improvised SRP and products could 
not be displayed in a proper way. The use of blades to manage boxes can lead to an unsafe 
working and shopping environments. In addition, irregular stacking methods can be unsafe 
and unsightly. However, it could be said that the improvised solutions are good examples 
that provides the practical ideas implementing in retail stores. 
 
 
Figure 6-4. Samples of impractical SRP 
 
 
Figure 6-4 shows samples of Impractical SRP. Most problems found in Impractical 
SRP involved with the SRP that usually contain small and medium size of consumer packs. 
Most of Impractical SRP was made from cardboards with simple structure that is too weak 
for product protection. Moreover, it cannot be opened easily because of its adhesive agents 
on the surface. Another problem is consumer packs that cannot stay upright by themselves 
and often collapsed when customers attempt to pick them up.  
6.4 SRP design solutions 
As it was mentioned in previous parts, most of SRP problems are involved in opening and 
shelving aspects. In case of Improvised SRP, most of them are made from big corrugated 
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boards that could not be placed directly onto shelf. Unclear opening instruction and very 
tight adhesive are a cause of using sharp tools to manage them in replenishment process. 
The majority of Impractical SRP is ordinary SRP in medium and small sizes. The 
difficulties in opening, shelving and shopping can occur because of weak structures and 
materials. The most common problems of Impractical SRP are the edges of SRP that 
obscure product inside when it placed at the eye level on shelf. Another problem is 
unstable unit packs that can collapse in package resulted in a mess look and not easy to 
shop for customers.  
Through the idea sheets, the design solutions respond to these problems were 
suggested and summarized in Table 6-1. It demonstrates the detail of SRP problems with 
suggested design solutions that have been used to conceptualize a design framework for 
proposed SRP design.  
 
 
Table 6-1. SRP problems classification 
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The design solutions to solve the problems of Improvised SRP focused on how to 
develop its structure to support multiples boxes stacking while Impractical SRP considered 
how to keep consumer packs standing straight when being displayed on shelf. According to 
this, the two ideas of new SRP design are proposed in this paper. An idea of Stackable SRP 
is suggested to solve the problem of Improvised SRP while a concept of Slanted SRP is 
introduced to solve the problem of Impractical SRP. Each concept has been developed to 
three variant designs according to its mechanism.  
A Stackable SRP is an imitated idea of Improvised SRP which emphasizes on SRP 
stack ability with a particular joining method between two stacked boxes. Most of SRP 
have failed in dealing with problem especially, when its lid was torn apart from its 
container, the graphic information of SRP has always been destroyed. This design concept 
develops from the idea that a viewing port of SRP must be design in response to expose the 
consumer packs to be visible for customers. It is also easy to recognize the product in 
restocking process. Figure 6-5 shows the samples of Stackable SRP design with three 
variant opening methods: panel removal, strip removal and sleeve removal. Stackable SRP 
concept has multiple functions placing on and off shelf. It suits for consumer packs, which 
can stay straight by themselves such as boxes, cans and bottles. Moreover, it can be applied 
to the product in medium and big sizes. However, it is not suitable for containing packages 
that cannot stay upright by themselves such as bags or sachets.  
The idea of Slanted SRP provides additional function of SRP without any extra 
materials. It was developed from the problem that consumer products cannot be visible 
because of the edges of SRP obscured products inside and a collapse of products inside the 
box when SRP is being displayed on shelf. With this concept, SRP can be modified to have 
a collapsible base or slanted option to keep consumer packs stay upright inside the box. 
This concept was developed to three alternatively difference in detail of slanted techniques 
(Figure 6-6). The first one can be slanted by a pre-cut line between back panel and base 
panel of the box. The second one uses inter-locked slant and the last one uses the base 
panel to be a slant base. This idea can adapt to an unstable unit pack or a thin pack such as 
bag or sachet. However, it cannot be performed well with a heavy weight product. 
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Figure 6-5. Proposed designs of Stackable SRP design concept 
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Figure 6-6. Proposed designs of Slanted SRP design concept 
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These two proposed SRP design concepts were created concerning shelving and 
opening function, which are the major problem of SRP that can be found in food retail 
markets. Other functions such as identifying, opening, shopping and disposal should be 
designed to meet the SRP requirements as well.  
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
To simplify an understanding of SRP problems, the Idea sheets were used as a tool 
to examine the problem of existing SRP. The four main tasks on the Idea sheets can help 
all participants work on individual brainstorming and better interpret the contexts and 
relevant factors from their perspectives.  
An exploratory study of SRP problems in food retail markets revealed that there are 
two major problems: Impractical SRP and Improvised SRP. These problems involved with 
the activities in retail stores such as complexity in opening and shelving packages. 
Additionally, too hard materials and too tight adhesive in SRP structures caused the use of 
knife or cutter to manage the SRP. It also increased a great number of disposal packaging 
materials and damaged the appearance of packages.  
According to this study, corrugated boxes (Improvised SRP) should be designed by 
based on multi-functional aspect to facilitate transportation and replenishment processes. 
The structure of the boxes must be strong enough for stacking of multiple boxes and 
making a precut line for window on the boxes to enable product visibility and easy 
re-stocking. However, minimal use of adhesive is also required for developing corrugated 
boxes. Impractical SRP highlighted the significant point of SRP design related to shelf 
environmental aspect. Practical SRP should be placed at any layer on shelf without a 
barrier of shopping experience. In addition, it must keep performing well in response to 
five easy functional requirements.  
This study found that the idea of Improvised SRP can encourage designer to create 
the new design of SRP. It reflects various practical design solutions through the improvised 
process such as Stackable SRP. Likewise, Impractical SRP allows us to broaden the 
consideration points when designing SRP.  
Good packaging design is an essential part of successful business. Suggested 
design solutions in this paper reveal further development of SRP design to multiple 
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formats. Therefore, it is necessary for packaging producers, product developers as well as 
manufacturers and suppliers to pay attention to the packaging needs responding retail 
environment and activities.  
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Seven  
  
Conclusions   
The broad aim of this thesis was to establish an understanding of information and 
function that are suitable for Shelf Ready Packaging design and also endeavors to suggest 
a proper Shelf Ready Packaging design guidance and comprehensive tool, which might be 
useful for the future merchandising and SRP development. A conclusion of the whole 
research can be summarized into three parts.  
The first part of this thesis has documented and analyzed the definition of Shelf 
Ready Packaging and its interaction in supply chain. The study confirmed that Shelf Ready 
Packaging (SRP) is the term referred to a case contains a number of sale units that comes 
ready merchandised and can be put onto the shelf. It designed to improve the process of 
in-store stock replenishment and enhancing the shopping experience for the consumers. In 
general, the concept of SRP refers to the five basic functional requirements, including easy 
to identify, easy to open, easy to shelf, easy to shop and easy to dispose of. In logistical 
perspective, SRP should be design to supported supply chain process in particular the three 
main activities of the retail outlet; they are “receiving and shipping”, “replenishment 
process” and “re-use and recycle”. 
For the second part, the vital SRP design specifications were universalized by 
comparing the characteristics of SRP samples which practically used in food retail outlet 
from two different countries, Japan and Thailand. The SRP attributes, related information 
and functional used in retail outlet, have been found in SRP samples from two countries 
are consistent with SRP functional requirements which accomplished by ECR UK, ECR 
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Europe and ECR Australasia. It also emphasizes on the fundamental features must be 
provided when designing SRP. For examples, Position of product information, considered 
weight of SRP, SRP stack ability, and instruction of opening and disposal must be 
provided at least two sides of SRP and more than two sides will be preferable. In addition 
product information on consumer unit must be visible to the shopper. The result from QT 
III and Cluster analysis revealed that the characteristics of SRP samples in both countries 
are similar; there are five types of opening formats among them, including “Half of front 
and half of top side opening”, “Half of box opening”, “Front and top side opening”, Top 
side and half of front side opening” and “Top side opening”. Among these five opening 
format, there are 8 types of SRP differences in the shapes of front panel and levels of tray 
lip height. The abilities of SRP in product protection and promotion are variously 
depended on the types of opening formats. As long as a tray-lip height is low, as much as 
the content or consumer pack can be disclosed to consumers.  
SRP materials found in these samples can be characterized into four groups; card 
board, corrugated board, card board with plastic, and corrugate board with plastic. There 
are various shapes of primary package (consumer packs or content) found in SRP samples. 
Almost fifty per cent of consumer packs occupied by flat pouch and flow wrap, followed 
by bottle and jar, thermoform seal, and folding carton with thirty-six per cent for the use of 
SRP. While cylinder, and stand up pouch are less in using at fifteen per cent of all. Among 
these samples, laminate is the most popular material has been used for consumer packs and 
the least using materials are tin and glass. The range of weight per item varies from 4 
grams to 2 kilograms; therefore, consumer pack weight per item was divided into five 
groups. There are weight less than 50 grams, weight between 50-199 grams, weight 
between 200-349 grams, weight between 350-499 grams, and weight 500 grams or upper. 
However, the gross weight of SRP should not exceed 15 kilograms due to ergonomics 
condition.  
The most important aspect to be considered when designing SRP is “Type of 
consumer packs”, “Weight of consumer packs per item”, “Number of consumer packs on 
Depth”, “Number of consumer packs on Width” and “Total number of consumer packs per 
SRP” respectively. While, it seems that “Number of consumer packs on Length” has no 
influence on SRP selection.  
An exploratory study of SRP problems in this thesis found that there are two major 
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problems: Improvised SRP and Impractical SRP. An Improvised SRP can be described as a 
normal secondary package has been modified to be SRP by retail staffs to solve their 
problems in replenishment, while SRP that cannot perform well in five easy functions is 
considered to be an Impractical SRP. Through the idea sheets, Investigation of SRP design 
solutions were suggested as follows:  
To solve the problems of Improvised SRP in this thesis suggested focusing on 
developing corrugated boxes based on multi-functional aspect to facilitate transportation 
and replenishment processes. The box structure must be strong enough for stacking of 
multiple boxes and making a precut line for window on the boxes to enable product 
visibility and easy re-stocking. Minimal use of adhesive is also required. Impractical SRP 
highlighted the significant point of SRP design related to shelf environmental aspect. 
Practical SRP should be designed to place at any layer on shelf without a barrier of 
shopping experience. In addition, it must keep performing well in response to five easy 
functional requirements. This research revealed that the idea of Improvised SRP can 
encourage designer to create the new design of SRP.  It reflects various practical design 
solutions through the improvised process such as Stackable SRP. Likewise, Impractical 
SRP allows us to broaden the consideration points when designing SRP. In addition, SRP 
that can be functioned in multiple formats is suggested for further development of SRP.  
The third part contains a conclusion of knowledge derived from the first part and the 
main findings from the second part that have been already mentioned above. It can be 
concluded that SRP should be designed compromise with shelf dimensions, palletizing, 
rate of sale, and automated warehouse systems. For this reason, collaboration between 
retailers, suppliers or manufacturers should be required in developing a solution of cost 
effective SRP.  
For those cannot involve in a collaborative engagement such as Small and Medium 
Entrepreneurs (SME), some local suppliers and packaging developers. A list of SRP 
characteristics, consumer packs configuration styles, and SRP design solutions were 
suggested in this thesis to assist them understand and work out individually on an 
acceptable SRP. However, durability test such as, vibration test, temperature and humidity 
conditions test, compression test, and fall test have also been considered for SRP 
production process.  
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As mentioned earlier, this thesis attempt to suggest a proper Shelf Ready Packaging 
design guidance and its comprehensive tool, which might be useful for further 
merchandising and SRP development. Even though the results of this research may lack of 
some impacts, but it provides a new insight of how the practical SRP design in respond to 
the five functional requirements in retail stores. In addition, the idea of SRP design 
solutions could be developed and increased the possibilities for any further innovative 
SRP.  
This research provides the eight types of SRP that the abilities of product protection 
and promotion are variously depended on the types of opening formats, the shapes of front 
panel and the levels of tray lip height. It is a by no means complete description of all 
opening design technics. Therefore, it should be expanded by the consideration for further 
research on the type of perforation that enhances the ease of tearing, and find out the 
placement of a tear-off part that affects the strength of the SRP. A good perforation pattern 
will support the concept of SRP in pick up and place a package, which can increase ability 
and quality of SRP in future replenishment process. 
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SRP samples from Japan 
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SRP samples from Thailand 
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SRP Design Toolkit 
SRP design toolkit tool comprises of 7 major attributes which include SRP types, 
consumer pack forms, the net weight of consumer pack, the total number of consumer 
pack, number of consumer packs on width, number of consumer packs on Length and 
number of consumer packs on Depth. Each attribute has been piled up orderly and layer in 
7 wheels as shown in following picture.  
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The use of this toolkit, begin with choosing a type of consumer pack that you want 
on consumer pack wheel. The toolkit will be work when turning SRP type’s wheel until it 
meets the same color as it appears on the former one. After selecting a specific color in 
SRP type’s wheel, orbits the left layers orderly with the same manner to find consumer 
pack net weight, total number of consumer packs, consumer pack on width, consumer pack 
on length and consumer pack on depth. For example, when selecting flat pouches as a 
desired type of consumer pack, three alternatives strongly recommended of SRP types 
which identified by white dot on plain color are appeared. There are SRP number 4, 7 and 
8. In this example, SRP number 4 will be selected. 
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After selecting SRP number. 4, this is followed by selecting a consumer pack net 
weight, total number of consumer packs, number of consumer pack on width, on length on 
depth by finding the same color appear on all wheels. In this case less than 50 gram of net 
weight, more than 12 items of number of consumer packs, single units on width, more than 
6 items on length and single layer on depth were suggested. And a result of SRP solution 
for flat pouches is shown in above picture. 
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